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1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to Research
The three dimensional network structurescan be verycomplicated, and
understanding the flexibility of these networks can helpus learn more about these
fascinating structures. Some networks are highly flexible, whereas othersare rather rigid.
It is important to understand the flexibility to comprehend how network structuresreact to
changing pressure and temperature. Our primary interests were to understand the flexibility
of all cubic zeolite networks and to learn how network structures reactto changing
temperature. We especially wanted to understand anomalous (very low or negative)
thermal expansion behavior (1).
The structure of zeolites consists of three dimensional network of TO4 tetrahedra
where T can be Si or Al. The negative charge of the framework is balanced by addition of
extra-framework cations. The tetrahedra in the zeolite frameworkare semirigid, but the
joint oxygen atoms connecting the two tetrahedracan serve as flexible hinges (2).
Therefore, the flexibility of the zeolite frameworks is dependenton the response of the T
OT angles to dimensional changes. In collapsible frameworks the hingescorotate, and
compression or tension at all hinges is exerted simultaneously in thesame sense.In
noncollapsible frameworks the hinges antirotate, and compression atone hinge necessitates
tension at another hinge and vice versa (2).Zeolites have many industrial applications as
sorbents (3) and shape selective catalysts.
In chapter two, we have considered the flexibility of cubic networks basedon
corner-sharing tetrahedra (all cubic zeolites) or mixed tetrahedra-octahedra (ZrP2O7). We2
first consider flexibility in the structure which possesses the highest symmetry consistent
with a particular connectivity, and then we consider the degree to which flexibility is
enhanced by removing symmetry elements (4). We have used a simple computer modeling
approach which had been used before on a more restricted basis set (5,6).
Another interesting issue was the flexibility of structures as the temperature is
increased. We were especially interested in the materials which had very lowor negative
thermal expansion. We studied both anisotropic and isotropic thermal expansion behavior.
Some anisotropic materials show positive thermal expansion in one or two dimensions
which is coupled with negative thermal expansion in the other two or one dimensions
resulting in a low or negative overall thermal expansion. The thermal expansion behavior
of framework crystal structures has been discussed by Megaw (7,8) and Taylor (9,10).
The dimensional changes of a crystal structure with temperature are usually represented by
a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). The linear CTE is defined by
/0 a/ =-
10 (TTo )
where /0 and l present the bond distances at temperature To and T respectively.
The volume CTE is defined by
vv0 a =
vvo (TTo)
where vo and v present the volume at temperature To and T respectively.
A material is considered to have very low thermal expansion if a2 x 10-6 °C-1
(11). The CTE of many metaloxygen bonds are reported in literature (12). Some of the
materials which have very low thermal expansion include (13)
1.Lithia-Alumina-Silica (LAS)
2.Cordierite (Mg2A14Si5018)
3. NZP (NaZr2P3O12) Family3
4.Silica and SiO2 -TiO2 Glasses
5.Zerodur (glass ceramic which contains about 70 wt.% of crystalline phase and 30 wt.%
of glassy phase of e.g. LAS family)
6.Invar (FeNi alloy)
7.Ferroic Ceramics (PMN, PZN)
There are many practical applications for materials with very lowor zero thermal expansion
behavior. These materials are used in the production of thermal shock-resistant materials,
electronic devices, catalytic converters, and optical mirrors.
The thermal expansion of a three dimensional framework is thesum of a bond
length expansion and tilting effect (8). The thermal expansion ofan ionic bond arises from
the fact that the potential diagram of an ionic bond is asymmetric about the minimum of the
potential.Therefore, with addition of heat, the equilibrium separation of ions changes
(Figure 1.1) in proportion to the asymmetry (14) of the potential well.
P. E.o
Interatomic distance
Figure 1.1 Equilibrium interatomic distance of a diatomic oscillator increasesas a
function of temperature because of the asymmetry of the potential well.4
The asymmetry of the potential well is more pronounced for the weaker ionic bonds
relative to the stronger covalent bonds. Figure 1.2 shows the potentialenergy curves for
Mg-0 bonds in MgO and Si 0 bonds in quartz.
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Figure 1.2 Potential energy curves for Mg-0 bonds in MgO and Si 0bonds in quartz.
In chapter three, the anisotropic thermal expansion behavior of cordierite(Mg2A14Si5O18),
13-eucryptite (LiA1SiO4), and NZP (NaZr2P3O12)are modeled using a least squares
program, DLS (15), which is based on geometric refinement of bond distances and angles.
The thermal expansion is basically modeled by increasing the length of theweaker bonds in
the structure which control the thermal expansion of these compounds.All of these
compounds show positive thermal expansion inone or two dimensions coupled with
negative thermal expansion in the other twoor one dimensions resulting in a very low
overall thermal expansion with increasing the temperature. In thecase of D-eucryptite, the5
known negative thermal expansion was modeled by distributing Li+ cationsover available
sites.
When CO2 is warmed from very low temperatures, the 0-0 distance decreasesin a
region where there is no change in the C-0 distance. The decrease in the 0-0distance is
caused by thermally excited bending of the linear 0C-0 molecule. For oxides ingeneral,
the M-0M linear linkage can be the basis for negative thermal expansion witha variety of
M atoms (Figure 1.3). There are some conditions which must bemet for this mechanism
of thermal contraction to be effective.The structure must be an open, low-density
framework structure, preferably without interstitial ions,atoms, or molecules.The
coordination of oxygen should be only two fold. Additionalatoms bound to oxygen, even
if only weakly bound, will inhibit the vibration ofoxygen perpendicular to the MOM
linkage.The M-0 bond must be very strong.This has two intimately related
consequences. The thermal expansion of the M-0 bond will be very low, and the thermal
vibration of the oxygen will be very low in the directions of the M-0 bonds.Thermal
vibration of oxygen perpendicular to the M-0M linkage will be high.
Figure 1.3 Schematic of thermal contraction caused by thermal motion. Filledcircles are
cations, and open circles are oxygen. As oxygens vibrate, cationsare pulled together.6
Schematic potential wells for the 180° MOM linkages are shown in Figure 1.4.
The well is sharply defined for interactions along the MOM linkage but is very broad for
interactions perpendicular to the linkage. The bump in the middle of the broad maximum is
due to instability of the 180° bond angle for the M OM linkages in the case of ZrP2O7 and
ZrV2O7. A consequence of the broad potential well (Figure 1.4 (b)) is that the MOM
bond angle is likely to deviate strongly from 180° at high temperatures at any instant in
time. With increasing temperature, maintaining the appropriate M-0 distance causes the
MM distance to decrease. If the MOM linkage only occurs in one direction, negative
thermal expansion would be expected in that direction. If the MOM linkage occurs along
all three dimensions due to the cubic symmetry, the thermal expansion is isotropic.In
chapter four, we solve the structure of ZrP2O7 (16) and discuss its isotropic thermal
expansion behavior using modeling and neutron powder diffraction data. In chapter five,
the structure of ZrV2O7 is solved using modeling, neutron and X-ray powder diffraction
data, and its unusual negative isotropic thermal expansion behavior is discussed.
M
0
(a) (b)
Figure 1.4 Schematic potential wells for the MOM linkages. A sharp well (a) for the
M-0 bond along the MOM linkage and a broad well (b) for oxygen perpendicular to this
linkage.7
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485.2. Flexibility of Network Structures
2.1 Introduction
8
Understanding the flexibility of network structures is important for comprehending
how such structures react to changing pressure and temperatureas well as intercalation
reactions. Some network structures are highly flexible, whereas othersare rather rigid.
Simple modeling approaches can offer some understanding of this behavior.Rigid
tetrahedra can fit together extremely well in the ideal cubic networks representedby
cristobalite and sodalite. Significant strain exists in ten other cubic networks examined.
High flexibility is found in networks represented by the sodalite, analcite and rho zeolite
structures.The network based on Zr06 octahedra and PO4 tetrahedra in the ZrP207
structure is rigid in the cubic system, and it becomes less rigid when the symmetry is
reduced to orthorhombic, monoclinic, and triclinic. There has beensome tendency to view
networks as rigid structures.In fact, some are rather rigid, whereas others are highly
flexible due to the ease of varying certain bond angles.Cubic MO; networks based on
MO6 octahedra may be taken as an example. The linking of these octahedragives the
highly flexible perovskite structure if the cubic symmetry is relaxed. However,different
connectivities of MO6 octahedra give rigid networks in thecase of the pyrochlore and cubic
KSbO3 structures.
In this chapter, we consider the flexibility of cubic networks basedon corner
sharing tetrahedra or mixed tetrahedra-octahedra.Flexibility is first considered in the
parent structure, that is, the structure which possesses the highest symmetry consistent
with a particular connectivity. Then we consider the degree to which flexibility isenhanced
by removing symmetry elements. This is essentially thesame approach that has been used
by Parise et al. (1) and Baur (2) on a more restricted basis set than presentedhere. A9
crystal mechanics force field approach to zeolite flexibility has been taken by Deemet al.
(3).10
2.2 Modeling
We find that the flexibility of many framework structurescan be well-simulated
using DLS (Distance Least Squares), a well-known approach to refiningstructures based
on prescribed distances (4).This approach is most suitable for linked semirigid MOx
polyhedra connected by corner sharing only. In this approach, prescribed M-0distances
are given high weights.The prescribed MM distances, effectively the M-0--M bond
angles, are given low weights; and the 0-0 distances, effectively 0M-0 angles,are given
intermediate weights. The DLS approach is not suitable if there is considerable variationin
the M-0 bond lengths or M-0--M bond angles ofa given MO polyhedron. This occurs
for example for VO6 and MoO6 polyhedra. In thosecases a DLS variation, DVLS which
allows polyhedra distortions consistent with bond valence rules,may be used instead (5).
Our method of exploring flexibility of networks involves determining theirreactions
to compression or expansion. This is straightforward for cubic structures. Onesets the
cubic cell edge, a, to a range of different values and then conductsa DLS refinement with a
fixed a. In this way, one determines howa particular network can react to positive or
negative pressure.First, the refinements are conducted in the highestspace group
consistent with a particular connectivity of the network. Then, the refinementsare repeated
with certain symmetry elements removed, that is, in lowerspace groups or with larger unit
cells.
A challenging aspect of our calculation is to locate all the minima of interest.We
have focused on finding the global minimum for each network, butwe have frequently
found other minima that give nearly comparable fits. Theway to find the global minimum
as well as other minima is to start the DLS refinement with many different values of atomic
positional coordinates.
For all the results reported in this chapter, a consistent set of weightsare used: 1.0
for the M-0 distance,0.07 for the 0-0 distance, and 0.04 for the MM distance. The M
O distances are given the highest weight since they showa very small range of observed11
values, but the 0-0 and MM distances are given much lower weights since they showa
wide range of observed values (1). A sample DLS input file for zeolite rho inspace group
143m is given here.
TITLE rho zeolite I43m
DLS-76 -1099 2 0 2
CELL CUB 15.0000
ATOM T 0.27190 0.11980
ATOM 010.20790 0.20790
ATOM 020.13460 0.13460
ATOM 030.02680 0.21250
1
15.000015.0000
0.41640 TX,Y,Z
0.39180 0Y,Y,Z
0.62120 0Y,Y,Z
0.38710 0X,Y,Z
90.000090.000090.0000
SYMEQ T
SYMEQ T
T*A Z,Y,X
T*BY,X,Z
SYMEQ TT*C-X+1/2,-Z+1/2,Y+1/2
SYMEQ TT*D-X+1/2,Z-1/2,-Y+1/2
SYMEQ 0202*A -Y+1/2,Z-1/2,-X+1/2
SYMEQ 0303*A -Y+1/2,-Z+1/2,X+1/2
SYMEQ 0303*B Y,X,Z
BONDIS T0 T 1.620000.000000.00000 145.00000 1.00.07 0.04
TETCONT02*A 0103*A 03*B T*AT*BT*CT*D
END
FINISH12
The agreement factor R is defined by
Z(w ed)2
R =1(w d)2
where w is the weight, d is the interatomic distance and Sc/ is the difference betweena
particular distance and its prescribed distance. The prescribed M-0 distancewas not the
same for all refinements (Table 2.1). Instead it was given a value consistent with the Al-to-
Si ratio most often found for a particular zeolite.Such prescribed values then facilitate
direct comparison of our results with experimental data. However, such comparison is still
impeded by the effect on a of interstitial cations and molecules suchas water.The
prescribed 0-0 distance is always set according to an ideal MO4 tetrahedron, and the
prescribed MM distance is always based on an MOM angle of 145°.
A potential problem with DLS modeling is that nonbonded interatomic distances
might become unacceptably short.We might, in fact, anticipate this problem as we
compress a network structure. The DLS software only calculates the interatomic distances
for atom pairs with prescribed distances. To deal with this problem,we checked for short
nonbonded distances in our solutions. In fact, this was never found to bean issue for the
compression range we consider in this chapter.13
Table 2.1
Residuals for Various Refinements
Network Space a(A)" # of M-0 Rb x 104
group variablsdistances
Zeolite A Pm3m 12.3560 61 x 1.67011.4/25.4/60.4
Zeolite A P43m 12.3561 101 x 1.6709.8/24.2/58.7
Zeolite A Fm3c 24.7268 112 x 1.6708.5/18.6/60.5
Zeolite A Fm3c 24.7270 11 1 x 1.730;8.5/18.4/60.5
1 x 1.610
Rho Im3m 15.0092 51 x 1.6204.0/27.7/58.6
Rho 143m 14.8239 101 x 1.6202.8/7.4/25.9
Analcite Ia3d 13.8763 41 x 1.6474.4/51.8/73.2
Analcite I43d 13.8743 91 x 1.6474.5/14.4/64.7
Analcite I4132 13.8763 82 x 1.6474.4/44.4/73.2
Faujasite Fd3m 24.8073 101 x 1.6404.2/28.6/41.2
Faujasite F43m 24.8081 212 x 1.6403.8/24.1/41.5
Faujasite F4132 24.7944 172 x 1.6403.4/22.5/39.7
Faujasite Fd3 24.7987 182 x 1.6403.1/22.7/39.9
Sodalite 1343n 8.9882 31 x 1.720;5.0/12.9/13.1
1 x 1.610
Sodalite P23 8.9882 81 x 1.720;5.0/12.9/13.1
1 x 1.610
Sodalite P- 43n 8.9827 32 x 1.6650.0V12.1/11.8
Sodalite P43m 8.9827 51 x 1.6650.0d/16.7/16.4
Sodalite I43m 8.9827 21 x 1.6650.0716.7/16.4
Sodalite 123 8.9827 4 1 x 1.6650.0f/12.1/11.8
ZK-5 Im3m 18.6823 101 x 1.6206.9/23.3/60.5
ZK-5 143m 18.6850 202 x 1.6205.6/18.2/59.7
Paulingite Im3m 35.0267 688 x 1.6205.6/17.6/60.7
Linde N Fd3 37.1348 724 x 1.740;9.4/17.5/41.3
4 x 1.610
MelanophlogitePm3n 13.7881 93 x 1.62021.6/41.7/140.6
ZSM-39 Fd3m 19.8159 83 x 1.60027.7/71.5/185.5
ZSM-39 F43m 19.8181 176 x 1.60026.5/51.8/185.6
a The value of a when a is allowed to vary.
b R value when a is allowed to vary/R value after 2.7% compression/Rafter 2.7%
expansion.
C The exact value of R x 104 at minimum a is 0.0004.
d The exact value of R x 104 at minimuma is 0.0001.
e The exact value of R x 104 at minimum a is 0.0118.
f The exact value of R x 104 at minimuma is 0.0121.14
2.3 Results
The zeolite networks considered in this chapter are rho, analcite (also knownas
analcime), ZK-5, faujasite, sodalite, ZSM-39, zeolite A (both ordered and disordered),
melanophlogite, paulingite, and linde N.The R vs. a plots are given in all cases, and
corresponding angle vs. a plots are given in some cases (Figures 2.1-2.11). The minimum
in the plot is found by actually allowing a to vary during the DLS refinement. The region
to the right of the minimum is termed the expansion region, and the region to the left of the
minimum is the compression region. The minimum value of R isan indication of how well
regular tetrahedra can fit together with a given connectivity and MOM anglesnot far from
145°. The high values of R for both ZSM-39 and melanophlogite indicate that these
frameworks are under considerable strain relative to the other networkswe have examined
(Table 2.1). Exceptionally low values of R are found in several variationson the sodalite
structure. The very low R value for sodalite can be obtained for any prescribed MOM
angle less than 160°, although we prescribed 145° for the MOM angle for the results
shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4.
There are several aspects to network flexibility. Low values of R willpromote
some flexibility regardless of the slopes on either side of the minimum in the R vs. a plots.
However, we will focus on the slopes in these plots. A sharply defined minimum isa
characteristic of a rigid network, and a broad minimum indicatesa flexible network.
Reducing lattice symmetry constraints sometimes, but not always, results in increased
lattice flexibility. This increased flexibility can be very small (e.g., in faujasite)or it can be
very large as in rho.
Some general trends are well illustrated with zeolite rho. The value of R increases
more steeply in the expansion region than in the compression region (Figure 2.1a).Thus,
it is basically easier to compress these networks than to expand them. However in real
materials, compression may be impeded by interstitial cations and molecules whichareR(Im3m)
6-- R(I4'3m)
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ignored in our calculations.The effect of symmetry is generally more pronouncedon
compression than on expansion.Lowering of symmetry frequently gives a broader
minimum; most of this effect is in the compression region.
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Figure 2.1 Rho: (a) R values in space groups Im3m and Ibm.
The primary mechanism of compression in a zeolite is decreasing MOM angles,
thereby decreasing MM distances. Thus, the trend shown in Figure 2.1c is considered the
normal behavior. All three MOM angles are in general decreasing with decreasinga.
Deviation from this behavior occurs as shown in Figure 2.1b, whereone of the two M-0
M angles does not decrease with decreasing a in the compression region. This "abnormal
behavior" can be an indirect result of either the network connectivityor the imposed lattice
symmetry. In the case of rho, the MOM angles behave more normally over therange
considered when the lattice symmetry constraint is relaxed inspace group I43m (Figure16
2.1c).For other networks such as those represented by ZK-5 and zeolite A,some
reduction of lattice symmetry does not lead to "normal" behavior.
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Figure 2.1 Rho: (b) MOM angles inspace group Im3m.17
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Figure 2.1 Rho: (c) MOM angles in space group 143m.
In the case of analcite, some of the trends mentioned for rhooccur (Figure 2.2).
Here two lower space groups were considered. Both result in greater flexibility in the
sense of a broader minimum. In the case of rho, the value of a for which R reachesa
minimum changes significantly when the symmetry is reduced (Figure 2.1a). However,
there is essentially no change in the position of this minimumas the symmetry is reduced
for analcite (Figure 2.2a).18
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Figure 2.2 Analcite: (a) R values in space groups Ia 3d, Ibd, and I4,32.
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Figure 2.2 Analcite: (b) MOM angles inspace group Ia3d.19
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Figure 2.2 Analcite: (c) MOM angles in spacegroup I43d .
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Figure 2.2 Analcite: (d) MOM angles in space group 14132.20
The results for faujasite, sodalite, and zeolite A represent counter examples (Figures
2.3-2.5).Flexibility is not much increased on considering lower symmetry cubicspace
groups for faujasite and zeolite A. TheRvs. a curves for faujasite are rather similar in
space groups Fd3m, F43m, F4132, and Fd3. The MOM angles vs. a plots are also
similar for space groups Fd3m, F4132, and Fd3. However, reducing the symmetry of the
faujasite network from Fd3m to F43m actually causes "abnormal behavior" (Figure 2.3c).
There are now seven different MOM angles which are all significantly different in the
compression region but these reduce to just the usual four different MOM angles in the
expansion region.
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Figure 2.3 Faujasite (a)Rvalues in space groups Fd3m, F43m, F4132, and Fd3.21
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Figure 2.3 Faujasite (c) MOM angles in spacegroup F43m.23
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Figure 2.3 Faujasite (d) M-0--M angles in spacegroup F4,32.24
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Figure 2.3 Faujasite (e) MOM angles in spacegroup Fd3.
Both zeolite A and sodalite exist in ordered and disordered variations. That is, the
tetrahedra can be all symmetry related or there can be two symmetry unrelated tetrahedra,
one of these might be the Al site and the other the Si site. Thus in the ordered variation, we
would have tetrahedra of two different sizes. The orderingcauses a doubling of the unit
cell size in zeolite A, but there is no increase in the size of the sodalite unit cell with
ordering.
In the case of sodalite, an extremely low R value occurs at the minimum in the R
vs. a plot (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.4). This occurs in space groups P43m,P43n,I43m,
and 123. Over the region shown in Figure 2.4a, the increase in R is nearly symmetric with
respect to the minimum. However, at larger values of a (Figure 2.4d), the usual steeper
slope is found in the expansion region. When the tetrahedraare made different in size, the
framework is strained and higher R values are obtained. Lowering thespace group to P2325
does not result in lower Rs or more flexibility.The behavior of MOM angles with
changing a is normal (Figures 2.4e and 2.4f).
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Figure 2.4 Sodalite:(a) R values in space group P43n.For R*, the prescribed M-0
distance of 1.665 A is used for both tetrahedral sites. For R, prescribed distances of1.61
A, and 1.72 Aare used.
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Figure 2.4 Soda lite:(c)Rvalues in space groups 1343n,and P23. In both cases
prescribed distances of 1.61 A, and 1.72 A are used.
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Figure 2.4 Sodalite: (d)Rvalues in space group P43n.This Figure is the same as the
graph forR*in Figure 2.4a, but it shows the behavior of R in a larger domain ofa.180
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Figure 2.4 Socialite:(e) MOM angles in space group P:43n.Prescribed M-0
distances of 1.61 A, and 1.72 A are used.
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Figure 2.4 Soda lite:(f) MOM angles in space group 1343m.28
Zeolite A was refined in four different ways (Table 2.1 and Figures 2.5 and 2.6).
TheRvalue at the minimum is rather high in the ideal structure with the 12.36 A cell where
there can be no ordering of Al and Si on tetrahedral sites. Lowering the symmetry from
Pm 3m to 1343m decreases theRat the minimum slightly from 11.4 x 10-4 to 9.8 x 10-4,
but there is essentially no increase in flexibility. Doubling of the cell edge of zeolite A is
associated with ordering of Al and Si as there are now two crystallographically distinct
tetrahedral sites.Refinements in this structure give a lowerR(8.5 x 104) regardless of
whether the M-0 distances at the two sites are the sameor different. This behavior is then
very different than that found for sodalite.The value of a (or 2a) for whichRis a
minimum for zeolite A shows essentially no change inresponse to lattice symmetry
constraints or ordering of Al and Si.Plots of M-O-M angles vs. a show "abnormal
behavior" regardless of ordering or space group (Figures 2.5b, 2.5c, 2.6b, and 2.6c).
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Figure 2.5 Zeolite A: (a)Rvalues in space groups Pm3m, and P43m29
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Figure 2.5 Zeolite A: (b) MOM angles in space group Pm3m.
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Figure 2.6 Zeolite A (doubled cell):(a) R values in space group Fm3c. For R*, the
prescribed M-0 distance of 1.67 A is used for both tetrahedral sites.For R, prescribed
distances of 1.61 A, and 1.73 A are used.31
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Figure 2.6 Zeolite A (doubled. cell):(b). M-0--M angles in space group Fm3c.
Prescribed M-0 distances of 1.61 A, and 1.73 A are used.180
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Figure 2.6 Zeolite A (doubled cell):(c) MOM angles in space group Fm3c.
Prescribed M-0 distance of 1.67 A is used for both tetrahedral sites.
The flexibility for ZK-5 (Figure 2.7) is rather similar to that of analcite inspace
group 143d .However, whereas the MOM angles in analcite behave normally, this
behavior is abnormal in ZK-5. Reducing the symmetry of ZK-5 fromspace group Im3m
to I43m increases the flexibility somewhat, but the "abnormal behavior" of the MOM
angles remains. Figure 2.8-2.11 shows the behavior of melanophlogite, linde N, ZSM-39,
and paulingite.----R(Im3m)
- -A - -R(Ii3m)
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Figure 2.7 ZK-5: (a) R values in space groups Im3m, and I43m.34
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Figure 2.7ZK-5: (b) MOM angles in space group Im 3m.35
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Figure 2.7 ZK-5: (c) MOM angles in space group 143m.
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Figure 2.9Rvalues for linde N in space group Fd3.
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Figure 2.10Rvalues for ZSM-39 in space groups Fd3m, and F43m.37
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Figure 2.11Rvalues for paulingite in space group Im 3m.
Figure 2.12 illustrates the type of results that can be obtained ifa global minimum is
not obtained at every value of a.TheRvs. a plot is not as smooth as usual, but the
irregularities in the MOM plots are far more dramatic. We conclude that in ZK-5at least
four good solutions exist in space group Im 3m. Theseare evident in compression but not
in expansion. In the compression region, normal behavior for MOM anglesoccurs for
several solutions but not for the solution giving the lowest R values. The fact that thereare
several good solutions is another aspect of flexibility. The realstructure could in principle
fluctuate among these solutions. Finding several good solutions isnot unique to ZK-5.
This is our general finding for the compression region of the networkswe examined.0.0080
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Figure 2.12 ZK-5: (a) R values in space groups Im 3m when the global minimum isnot
achieved at every a.180
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Figure 2.12 ZK-5: (b) MOM angles in spacegroup Im 3m related to Figure 2.12a.0.0080
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Figure 2.12 ZK-5: .(c) R values in space groups Im 3m when the global minimumis not
achieved at every a (this solution is different from the solution given in Figure 2.12a).180
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Figure 2.12 ZK-5: (d) M-0--M angles inspace group Im3m related to Figure 2.12c.
In addition to networks based on tetrahedra only,we have examined one structure
with a mixture of tetrahedra and octahedra. The structure is that ofmany pyrophosphates
such as ZrP2O7. The polyhedra sharecorners only, and all corners are shared.The
structure of the high temperature form of this material is cubic with POP angles
constrained by the space group (Pa 3) to be 180 °(6). We have previously presentedsome
DLS calculations on this structure, but they dealt witha frustration issue rather than with
flexibility (7).In the results we present here, the superstructure whichcan exist at lower
temperatures is not considered.
The minimum R value for this network in its ideal symmetry (spacegroup Pa 3) is
significantly higher than those for any of the zeoliteswe considered. Symmetry elements
were removed in two different ways: Pa3 to Pca21 to Pc to P1 (Figure 2.13a) and Pa3 to
P212121 to P21 to P1 (Figure 2.13b).Cell edges were constrained to be equal and cell42
angles were fixed at 90°. Nonetheless, dramatic decreases in R occurred (Figure2.13).
Thus, this network becomes much more flexible as symmetry constraintsare removed.
However, R values of ZrP2O7 remain high relative to those of zeolites, indicatinga more
rigid network. As generally occurs in the zeolite networks, the Rvs. a curves for ZrP2O7
also overlap in the expansion region.
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Figure 2.13 ZrP2O7: (b) R values in space groups Pa3, P212121, P21, and P1.44
2.4 Discussion
All the networks we explore here are known to exist in real materials. However,
our goal at this time is not to model the behavior of real materials.Rather, we are
attempting to understand aspects of three-dimensional networks from the point of view of
their geometry.In particular, we wish to understand flexibility of networks basedon
tetrahedra and octahedra which share corners only.Once we are convinced that we
understand the geometric relationships of such networks,we can turn to applying this
understanding to real materials. Our investigation is onlya beginning with this approach.
There are many other networks that could be examined. We have focusedon the global
minimum for each network, but we know that there are generally several other good
solutions.Furthermore, the flexibility of all of these networks should be explored in
noncubic space groups and with larger unit cells.
The simplest cubic network based on tetrahedra sharingcorners could be regarded
as cristobalite in its ideal structure. The connectivity of this structure forces 180° SiOSi
bond angles if the tetrahedra are perfectly regular and the lattice symmetry is constrainedto
be cubic. In cubic 13-cristobalite, the 180° SiOSi bond anglesare assumed to be bent in a
disordered fashion. In non-cubic a-cristobalite, bending of the SiOSi angle is possible
while maintaining regular tetrahedra. In all of the networkswe have modeled (Table 2.1),
the MOM angles approach 180° as they are stretched.However, only the network
represented by cristobalite can fully achieve 180° MOM bond angles with regular
tetrahedra.
As has been noted previously (1), the network represented by rho isvery flexible if
the ideal symmetry is relaxed. The sodalite network is alsovery flexible even in the highest
symmetry consistent with its connectivity. However, a factor not previously noted is that45
this flexibility is significantly decreased if tetrahedra of two different sizesare used. For
analcite, high flexibility requires relaxing the ideal symmetry in a way which apparently has
not been observed. Our results suggest that high pressure should induce lower symmetry
structures for compounds with the analcite network.46
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3.1 Introduction
47
Nearly all materials expand as they are heated, and dependingon the symmetry of
the material, the expansion can be isotropic or anisotropic. Materials thatare anisotropic in
their structures show anisotropic thermal expansion. Some anisotropicmaterials show
positive thermal expansion in one or two dimensions which is coupledwith negative
thermal expansion in the other two or one dimensions. In graphite, the thermalexpansion
of the sheets is low because it is limited by the small thermal expansionof the covalent CC
bond.However, the distance between the sheets in graphite increases rapidlywith
increasing temperature because there are no strong bonds betweenthe sheets. As a result,
graphite has a low thermal expansion in two dimensions anda high thermal expansion in
the third dimension. There have been many studieson anisotropic materials with low
thermal expansion because of their widerange of practical applications (1-24).
In this chapter, we explain the anisotropic thermal expansionbehavior of three
different materials. First, we discuss the thermal expansion behaviorof a mineral called
cordierite, Mg2A14Si5O18, which has an overall low thermalexpansion. Then, we explain
the negative thermal expansion behavior ofa mineral called 13-eucryptite, LiAlSiO4, and
lastly, we discuss the thermal expansion of the NZP, NaZr2P3012,compounds.48
3.2 Cordierite
Cordierite, Mg2A14Si5O18, has attracted considerable attention because of its
unusually low thermal expansion behavior (3-8).It has a low temperature orthorhombic
(Cccm) structure in which all the tetrahedral atoms (Si/Al) are ordered (9).Cordierite also
has a high temperature hexagonal structure (sometimes referred toas indialite)that
crystallizes in space group P6/mcc in which most of the tetrahedralatoms (Si/Al) are
disordered (10). The hexagonal cordierite has a three dimensional network made ofSiO4
and A104 tetrahedra, and Mg06 octahedra which sharecorners and edges.Figure 3.1
shows different sections of the hexagonal cordierite structure whichare perpendicular to the
c axis. The isolated six rings in Figure 3.1(a) consist of Si and 0, and the chains in Figure
3.1(b) consist of Mg octahedra and Al tetrahedra sharing edges. Figure 3.1(c) showsthe
connectivity of the rings and chains along the c axis.49
Figure 3.1 (a) Tetrahedral cations (Si) lie at the intersectionof three lines (the forth bond
is not shown here), and oxygens lieon the lines about midway between two cations.
Figure 3.1 (b) Octahedral cations (Mg) lieat the intersection of three lines; tetrahedral
cations (Al) lie at the intersection of two lines, andoxygens lie where two lines meet at an
angle but do not cross.50
Figure 3.1 (c) The structure of hexagonal cordierite projected along thec axis.51
Since the thermal expansion coefficients of Si-0 and A1-0 bonds (a Si-0E a Al-
0 °C-1) are very small relative to the thermal expansion coefficient of Mg-0 bonds (a
Mg-0 E 14.2 x 10-6 °C-1) (25), one can assume that only the Mg-0 bonds lengthen with
increasing temperature.The thermal expansion behavior of hexagonal cordierite is
therefore modeled by increasing the Mg-0 distance.We have used a least squares
program, DLS (see appendix), which is based on geometric refinement of bond distances
and angles. When two cation polyhedra share an edge, they repel one another causing the
anions on that edge to closely approach each other and takeon a nearly fixed distance.
Thus, the 0-0 distances at a shared edge are given higher weights than other 0-0
distances.
Figure 3.2 shows the change in cell edges and volume aswe increase the Mg-0
distance. The relative thermal expansion behavior of the hexagonal cordierite fromour
modeling (Figure 3.3) is comparable to expansion behavior revealed by the experimental
data reported in the literature (3). The cell parameters and selected distances and anglesare
shown in Table 3.1.52
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Figure 3.3 The relative thermal expansion of the hexagonal cordierite.53
Table 3.1
Cell Parameters and Selected Bond Distances (A) and Angles (°) for Hexagonal Cordierite
at Different Temperatures
Temp. °C 20 395 769 1140
a 9.7931 9.8176 9.8420 9.8661
c 9.3784 9.3672 9.3563 9.3456
Mg-0 2.110 2.120 2.129 2.139
Si-0 1.653 1.653 1.654 1.655
A1-0 1.725 1.725 1.725 1.725
SiSi 6.58 6.59 6.59 6.59
0SiOa109.8 109.2 108.7 108.2
0A1-0b96.2 96.4 96.7 97.0
0MgOc74.9 74.7 74.5 75.3
Si-0A1128.9 129.0 129.1 129.3
a connecting Mg/A1/0 sheets
b edge sharing with Mg
c edge sharing with Al
From Table 3.1, we conclude that with increasing temperature:
1) Si-0 and Al-0 distances remain constant to a very good approximation.
2) Mg-0 distances increase significantly.
3) 0-0 distances across shared edges change only slightly with increasing the
Mg-0 distance.
4) 0Si-0 angles connecting the Mg/A1/0 sheets are changed significantly.
5) 0AI-0 angles in edge sharing sheets change slightly.
6) Mg06 octahedra are flattened along c axis.
As a result, at high temperatures, the expansion of Mg-0 bonds with increasing
temperature causes the expansion of a and b axes and contraction of the c axis (Figure 3.4).
The schematic shown in Figure 3.5 summarizes the thermal expansion behavior of the
hexagonal cordierite. As the two dimensional shaded slabs containing the Mg-0 bonds
expand, the slabs are pulled closer together.C
a
54
Figure 3.4 Structure of hexagonal cordierite at low (plain lines), and high (dashed lines)
temperatures.Low Temperature
a '
Pm-
>/ \ c,
V
/\_7
High Temperature
55
Figure 3.5 Schematic for thermal expansion in anisotropic materials where there is mixed
thermal expansion and contraction. Expansion of the shaded slabs causes contraction in the
other direction.56
The thermal expansion behavior of the orthorhombic cordierite had been modeled
earlier (4). We also modeled the orthorhombic cordierite by increasing the Mg-0distance
and the result of our modeling is consistent with the reported literature (4).Increasing
temperature causes the expansion of a and b axes and contraction of thec axis in the
orthorhombic cordierite (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6 The change in cell parameters and volume of orthorhombiccordierite as Mg-
0 distance increases.57
3.3 13-Eucryptite
13-Eucryptite, LiA1SiO4, is a stuffed derivative of p-quartz in which half of the Si4+
are replaced by A13+, and the charge is balanced by incorporating Li+ in the structure (26).
13-Eucryptite has a hexagonal structure which crystallizes inspace group P6222 (27).
Single crystal photographs show weak superstructure reflections in additionto the main
reflections of a [3-quartz like subcell which causes the doubling of the cellparameters
(27,28).It has been known for many years that I3-eucryptite hasa negative thermal
expansion (11), and the lattice parameter changes obtained by X-ray methods have been
correlated with the volume expansion from dilatometer data (14).The structure of [3-
eucryptite consists of a three dimensional network of SiO4 and A104 with Liatoms located
in the channels parallel to the c axis.Figure 3.7 shows the two different sites for Li+
cations.58
Figure 3.7 The structure of 0-eucryptite showing the two different sites for Li+ cations.
Both Si and Al are tetrahedrally coordinated.59
Since the thermal expansion coefficients of Si-0 and A1-0 bonds (a Si-02 a Al-
0 2 0 °C-1) are very small relative to the thermal expansion coefficient of Li-0 bonds (a
Li[4]-0 2-. 16.4 x 10-6 °C-1; a Li[6] O 2- 19.5 x 10-6 °C-1) (25),one can assume that only
the Li-0 bonds lengthen with increasing temperature. The thermal expansion behavior of
13-eucryptite is therefore modeled by changing the Li[4]-0 distance. We have useda least
squares program, DLS (see appendix), which is based on geometric refinement of bond
distances and angles. When two cation polyhedra share an edge, they repelone another
causing the anions on that edge to closely approach each other and takeon a nearly fixed
distance. Thus, the 0-0 distances at a shared edge are given higher weights than other 0
0 distances.60
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Figure 3.8 The change in cell parameters and volumeas Li[4] O distance increases.
Figure 3.8 shows that with increasing temperature thea and b axes expand while the c axis
contracts.It also shows that the overall volume expansion is small and positive.(3-
Eucryptite has a negative volume expansion (11), andno reasonable modeling parameters
produced negative volume thermal expansion in our standard DLS approach. Thus,we
decided to model the thermal expansion behavior by puttingsome of the Li+ cations in the
octahedral site. If a few percent of the Li+ cationsare moved from the tetrahedral site to the
octahedral site, negative volume expansion is observed (Figures 3.9-3.10). Theseresults
suggest that at higher temperature some of the Li+ cations migrate from the tetrahedral sites
to the octahedral sites resulting in the contraction of the volume. High temperature 7Li61
NMR (29) supports the migration of Li+ cations to octahedral sites, and 13-eucryptite is
known to be a one-dimensional Li+ ion conductor (30).
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Figure 3.9 The change in cell parameters and volumeas the weight of Li[6] increases.c
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Figure 3.10Structure of 13-eucryptite at low (plain lines), and high (dashed lines)
temperatures.63
3.4 NZP
NaZr2P3O12, belongs to a large family of materials known as NZP whichcan have
low thermal expansion (15-24). The NZP compounds are of particular interest since their
thermal expansion can be controlled by different cations substitutions (15,22). It is known
that the unusually low thermal expansion of these compounds is usually due to the
anisotropic behavior of the cell parameters (15,22).A new family of compounds
(Nai+xZr2P3_Six012 ) called NASICON, Na Super Ionic Conductor, is obtained ifsome
of the P5+ cations in NZP are replaced by Na+ + Si4+ cations.If two P5+ cations are
replaced by two Na+ + Si4+ cations (Na3Zr2PSi2O12), the ionic conductivity is comparable
to that of 13"-alumina (31,32) which is used in high temperature batteries.
NaZr2P3012 has a rhombohedral structure which crystallizes in spacegroup R 3c.
The structure consists of a three dimensional network of Zr06 octahedra sharingcorners
with PO4 tetrahedra which form a flexible but stable framework. The Na+ cationsoccupy
the interstitial holes in the structure (Figure 3.11). The structure contains columns along
the c axis which are connected by PO4 tetrahedra in the ab plane. The crystalstructure of
NaZr2P3O12 was first solved in 1968 (33).
Most of the monovalent cation analogues in the NZP family belong to the R ic
space group (34), but some of the divalent cation compounds show extra reflections, and
they belong to the R 3 space group which implies reordering of the interstitial cations and
vacancies along the hexagonal c axis (35).Na
0Zr
0P
64
Figure 3.11 The structure of NaZr2P3012 which may be considered as columns of Na
Zr-0 connected by PO4 tetrahedra.65
The unusually low thermal expansion of the NZP family is usually attributedto the
anisotropic thermal expansion of the cell parameters (15-24). The low thermal expansion
of the alkali zirconium phosphates (MZr2P3O12, M= Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) was explained by
a structural model based on the rotation of the zirconium octahedra and phosphorus
tetrahedra in the network (34). Because the thermal expansion coefficients of Zr-0 andP-
O bonds (a Zr-O2.7 x 10-6 °C-1; a P -O0 °CA) are very small relative to the thermal
expansion coefficient of Na-O bonds (a Na-0 E- 19.5x 10-6 °C-1) (25), one can assume
that only the Na-0 bonds lengthen with increasing temperature. We therefore modeled the
thermal expansion behavior of NaZr2P3O12 by changing the Na-O distance. We have used
a least squares program, DLS (see appendix), which is based on geometric refinement of
bond distances and angles. When two cations sharea polyhedron face, they repel one
another causing the anions on that face to closely approach each other and takeon a nearly
fixed distance. Thus, the 0-0 distances at a shared faceare given higher weights than
other 0-0 distances. Figure 3.12 shows the change in cell edgesas the Na-0 distance
increases.66
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Figure 3.12The change in cell parametersof NaZr2P3O12 as Na-0 distance increases.67
It can be seen that the expansion of NaO bonds with increasing temperature causes the
contraction of a and b axes and expansion of the c axis (Figures 3.12-3.13). The schematic
shown in Figure 3.5 can also summarize the thermal expansion behavior of the
NaZr2P3O12 if the a and c axes are reversed.As the one dimensional shaded columns
containing the NaO bonds expand, the columns are pulled closer together.
Figure 3.13Structure of NaZr2P3O12 at low (plain lines), and high (dashed lines)
temperatures.68
We were also interested to check the thermal expansion behavior of the NZP
compounds as the Na content is increased.The Na site (Nal) is fully occupied in
NaZr2P3O12, and addition of extra Na will partially occupy a crystallographically different
site (Na2) which is located between the columns along thec axis (24,36,37).Figure 3.16
shows the effect of adding a few percent of Na (Na2) in the NZP structure.If the thermal
expansion is modeled by increasing the Na (Na2)-0 distances, thea and b axes expand
while the c axis contracts (Figure 3.18).This behavior is opposite to the behavior
observed when Na (Nal )-0 distance was increased (Figure 3.14).This may explain the
reason why the larger divalent alkaline earth zirconium phosphates (SrZr4P6O24 and
BaZr4P6O24) show an opposite thermal expansion behavior (19,20) from that of the small
divalent alkaline earth zirconium phosphate CaZr4P6O24. It is possible that addinga large
cation such as Ba or Sr forces the cations to occupy the site in between the columns parallel
to the c axis, and therefore cause the a and b axes to expand and the c axis to contract.
In the case of NaZr2P3O12, our modeling approach results in small and positive
volume expansion (Figure 3.15) which is in agreement with the small and positivevolume
expansion reported from high temperature X-ray diffraction data (37). However,we have
not been able to get a small and negative volume expansion reported for NaZr2P3O12 from
dilatometer data (22).It should be noted that there are discrepancies between volume
expansion or bulk linear expansion obtained from dilatometry and hightemperature X-ray
diffraction data (19). Figures 3.17 and 3.19 show that addition of Na in the Na2site, and
increasing the Na2-0 distances result in a very small volume expansion.8.815
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Figure 3.14 The change in cell parameters of NaZr2P30,2as Nal-02 distance increases.70
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3.5 Conclusion
All of the compounds studied in this chapter haveopen three dimensional
frameworks consisting of strong covalent bonds. The voids in the structuresare fully or
partially filled with interstitial cations such as Mg, Li, Na for cordierite, 0-eucryptite, and
sodium zirconium phosphate, respectively. The thermal expansion of these compounds is
governed by the thermal expansion of the weak ionic bonds in the structure.In the
anisotropic materials studied here, the thermal expansion of the weak ionic bondscauses
thermal expansion in one or two dimensions coupled with thermal contraction in the other
two or one dimensions. As a result the net bulk expansion is very small, and positive.
In the case of p-eucryptite, a negative thermal expansion is observed ifsome of the
interstitial Li cations migrate from a tetrahedral site into an octahedral site.In the case of
the NZP compounds, increasing the Na content results inan opposite axial thermal
expansion behavior.76
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4.1 Introduction
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The structure of cubic ZrP207 at room temperature has been solved and refined
using a combination of modeling and high resolution neutron powder diffraction data. The
cell edge is 24.74 A; the space group is Pa 3, and Z is 108. For those P207 unitsnot on a
3-fold axis, the POP angles range from 134° to 161°. Two crystallographicallydistinct
P207 groups are on 3-fold axes with POP angles thus constrainedto be 180° on
average. The structure of cubic ZrP207 was also refined from data taken at 227, 290, 371,
435, and 610 °C. The 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure present atroom temperature disappears at
about 290 °C, and all POP angles of P207 are then constrained bysymmetry to be 180°
on average.
A cubic structure is found for phosphates of the type A
4+
P207 where A4+ may be
Si, Ge, Sn, Pb, Ti, Zr, Hf, Mo, W, Re, Ce, Th, U,or Pu (1-13). Double substitution on
the A site leads to a series of the type A (33:i5-A 05T207 whereA3+may be Bi, Sb or a rare
earth and A5+ may be Nb, Ta, or Sb (14).One form of Sb3+Sb5+(P207)2 also has a
closely related structure (15). Arsenates are reported with thisstructure for A4+ = Zr or Th
(16-17), and vanadates are reported for A4+= Zr or Hf (18-21).
The cubic AM207 structure where M may be P, Asor V can be viewed as related to
the NaCl structure. The cation is A4 +, and the anion is (M207)
4-
.The ordered orientation
of the (M207)
4-
group necessarily lowers the symmetry; the highest symmetry possible for
this framework (Figure 4.1) is Pa5.79
Figure 4.1Ideal structure for cubic AM207 compounds shown as corner sharing A06
octahedra and MO4 tetrahedra.
In this ideal structure with Z = 4, the M207 group is on a 3-fold axis with the
bridging oxygen on an inversion center. The MOM bond angle is, therefore, constrained
to be 180° on average. At high temperature, it appears that all compounds in this structure
type can be described in this Pa 3 space group with Z = 4. However most, and perhaps all,
of these cubic AM207 compounds undergo a phase transition with decreasing temperature.
It appears that the low temperature structure remains cubic with the same space group but
with a 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure.Only in the case of SiP2O7 has a solution to this
superstructure been reported (22).80
The thermal expansion of cubic AM207 phases can be very low andeven negative
in the temperature range where there is no superstructure.In the case of ZrP207, the
thermal expansion might be considered normal fromroom temperature to about 290 °C.
The superstructure disappears at this temperature, and the thermal expansion from290 to
610 °C is about 3.5 x 10-6 °C-1 (21,23-24).The thermal expansion actually becomes
negative in the case of ThP2O7, UP207, ZrV2O7 and HfV2O7 (19-21,23).
Our primary motivation in studying ZrP2O7 was to understand the unusual thermal
expansion properties that can occur for the cubic AM207 compounds. Secondly,we were
interested in the challenge of accounting for a 3 x 3x 3 superstructure using powder
diffraction data.81
4.2 Experimental
Our synthesis procedure for ZrP2O7 has been previouslyreported (21,24).
Diffraction data were obtained on the new high-resolutionneutron powder diffractometer
(HRNPD) at beamline H 1 A of the high-flux beam reactor (HFBR)at Brookhaven National
Laboratory by Dr. Thomas Vogt (25).
The high temperature data were collected usinga furnace with resistive heaters and
aluminum heat shields. The sample was pressed intoa cylindrical pellet 3 cm high and 1
cm in diameter. Two stainless steel coated thermocouples, one above andone below the
sample, were used to monitor the temperature. The samplewas exposed to air during data
collection, which did not commence until thermal equilibriumwas achieved.82
4.3 Results
High-Temperature Structure
No superstructure was observed in data collected at 290, 371, 435, and 610 °C.
Therefore, these data were refined using space group Pa 8 with Z= 4. The cell edges and
agreement factors are given in Table 4.1, and examples of observed and calculated patterns
are given in Figure 4.2.The variation with temperature of these cell edges is in good
agreement with the thermal expansion data for ZrP2O7 reported by us (21,24) and by
others (23). All of the data collected above room temperature contained peaks ofaluminum
due to the heat shields. Thus, all refinements of such datawere two phase refinements.
The higher values of agreement factors at 610 °C (Table 4.1)can be attributed to poorer
statistics resulting from the furnace configuration necessitated by the highertemperature.
The standard deviations of refined parameters are not much increased (Table 4.2)for the
610 °C data.
The refined parameters for high-temperature ZrP2O7are given in Table 4.2.
Zirconium and 02 are at special positions (0, 0, 0) and (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), respectively.83
Table 4.1
Cell Parameters and Agreement Factors at Different Temperatures
290 °C 371 °C 435 °C 610 °C
a (A)a 8.2899(1)8.2928(1) 8.2953(1)8.2991(1)
Rwpb 0.0677 0.0644 0.0693 0.0817
R(F)C 0.0564 0.0505 0.0584 0.0772
R(F2)d0.0733 0.0640 0.0633 0.1024
x2e 0.6216 0.5605 0.6899 2.464
a Standard deviations in parentheses are those calculated by GSAS.Considering the
uncertainties in the wavelength and temperature, the uncertainty of the cell edges would be
much larger.
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Figure 4.2(a) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line) neutron diffractionpatterns
for ZrP2O7 at 290 °C. The upper ticks are due to aluminum in the furnace;the lower
pattern is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is
between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 4.2 (b) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrP2O7 at 290 °C. The lower pattern is the difference between observedand calculated
intensity. 2-Theta range is between 60 and 80°.r)
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Figure 4.2(c) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line) neutron diffractionpatterns
for ZrP2O7 at 435 °C. The upper ticks are due to aluminum in thefurnace; the lower
pattern is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is
between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 4.2 (d) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrP2O7 at 435 °C. The lower pattern is the difference between observedand calculated
intensity. 2-Theta range is between 60 and 80°.86
Table 4.2
Fractional Coordinates and Thermal Parameters at Different Temperatureswith Standard
Deviations in Parentheses
atom 290 °C 371 °C 435 °C 610 °C
Zr x 0 0 0 0
U(iso) 0.0210(6) 0.0203(6) 0.0236(7) 0.0242(7)
P x 0.3946(3) 0.3947(2) 0.3949(3) 0.3940(3)
U(iso) 0.0217(8) 0.0218 (8) 0.0232(8) 0.0227(9)
01 x 0.4450(2) 0.4448(2) 0.4444(3) 0.4446(3)
y 0.2267(2) 0.2269(2) 0.2265(2) 0.2263(2)
z 0.4240(3) 0.4234(3) 0.4234(3) 0.4235(4)
Ul 1 0.0771(21) 0.0793(21) 0.0829(22) 0.0826(26)
U22 0.0282 (13)0.0258 (12)0.0287 (13)0.0324 (16)
U33 0.0947(21) 0.0903(19) 0.0939(21) 0.0970(26)
U12 0.0214(12) 0.0240(12) 0.0225(13) 0.0253(16)
U13 0.0205(13) 0.0187(13) 0.0198(14) 0.0146(18)
U23 0.0291(15) 0.0290(14) 0.0270(15) 0.0250(20)
02 x 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Ul la 0.1355(34) 0.1333(32) 0.1337(34) 0.1371(44)
U12b -0.0500(38)-0.0491(37)-0.0478(40)-0.0517(49)
a Ul 1 = U22 = U33
b U12 = U13= U23
A good fit to the data required the use of anisotropic thermalparameters for both 01
and 02. These oxygens show thermal vibration primarily perpendicularto the bond: Zr-
01-P or P-02-P (Figure 4.3). The vibration of 02 is unusually large.Consequently, 02
was also modeled with a static displacement by placing one-sixth of an atom in the general
position. This led to a an essentially equivalent fit to the data. Some interatomicdistances
and angles are given in Table 4.3.Over this 320 °C temperature range, thereare only
minor changes in positional parameters or interatomic distances.87
Figure 4.3Phosphate tetrahedra and a zirconium octahedron showing the thermal
ellipsoids for ZrP2O7 at 25 °C.
Table 4.3
Selected Interatomic Distances (A) and Angles (°) at Different Temperatures
290 °C 371 °C 435 °C 610 °C
P-01 1.474(2) 1.472(2) 1.475(2) 1.474(2)
P-02 1.514(4) 1.513(4) 1.510(4) 1.524(4)
P-02a 1.520 1.519 1.516 1.530
Zr-01 2.034(2) 2.038(2) 2.036(2) 2.035(2) Zr-01P171.0(2) 170.7(2) 170.7(2) 170.9(2)
a This distance is corrected for the thermal motion of 02.
Low-Temperature Structure
A structural solution based on data taken at 227 °C androom temperature is highly
challenging. The fact that space group apparently remains Pa 5 is confirmedby 31P NMR
studies (21). However, Z is now 108 due to the 3x 3 x 3 superstructure. There are 13488
positional parameters for about 2600 possible peaks in the range of the data collection. An
attempt was made to refine the ZrP2O7 neutron diffraction data using as starting parameters
the published atomic coordinates for SiP2O7 (22). This and similar approaches always led
to convergence with highly unreasonable interatomic distances. We therefore resorted to
modeling as was also done in the case of SiP2O7 (22).
Figure 4.4 shows the possible space groups which couldoccur as symmetry
elements are removed from the ideal cubic AM207 structure inspace group Pa 5.The
transition which apparently always occurs is the one where the cubic cell edgesare tripled
but the space group remains Pa 5. Many of the 3-foldaxes and inversion centers are lost
during this transition, but some remain. This transition leads to eleven crystallographically
distinct sites for tetrahedral M cations.Three of the sites remain on 3-fold axes which
account for 11% of all such cations. In the ideal structure, all oxygen atoms of the M-0--M
linkages are at inversion centers on the 3-fold axes. In the supercell,most of the M-0--M
angles (89%) are bent away from 180°. However,one oxygen site remains on the 3-fold
axis with an inversion center. Another remains on the 3-fold axis but withoutan inversion
center. The MOM angles involving oxygen atoms on 3-fold axesare required by the
space group symmetry to be 180°.Pa3 (100,1)
Pa3 (11.1,11)
3 x 3 x 3
R3 (100,2) P213 (100,2)Pbca (100,1)
89
R3 (25,4) P212121 (0,2) Pca21 (0,2)P21 /c (100,2)
P2 (0,4) Pc (0,4) Pi (100,4)
R3 (5.5,38) P213 (11.1,22)
R3 (2.8,76)P2 2 2 (0,54)
P1 (0,8)
Pbca (3.7,27)
Pca21 (0,54)P2 /c (3.7,54)
P2 (0,108) Pc (0,108) P1 (3 7,108)
P1 (0,216)
Figure 4.4 Possible space groups for A +M5+207 compounds basedon distortions of
the ideal cubic structure. The first number in parentheses is thepercent MOM linkages
constrained by space group symmetry to be 180 °; the second numberis the number of
crystallographically distinct M atoms for thatspace group.90
A major question to be addressed is why the 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure is preferred
over other possibilities indicated in Figure 4.4.In particular, space groups P212121,
Pca21, P21, Pc, and P1 all offer the possibility of completely relaxing the 180° MOM
angle constraint without any increase in the size of the unit cell.It would seem that
although these space groups allow the local relaxation of the 180° MOM linkage,they
apparently do not allow for this to occur in cooperative, orderedmanner without severe
distortion of the A06 and/or MO4 polyhedra.
The distance-least- squares (DLS) approach to modelingwas used to answer the
above question (26).In this approach, the Zr06 octahedron and PO4 tetrahedronare
semirigid, but 0Zr-0 and 0P-0 angles are less restrained than ZrO andP-0 distances.
The ZrOP and POP linkages are considered to be highly flexible, butcation-cation or
anion-anion distances are not allowed to be unreasonably short. The R valuesin the least-
square refinement of DLS are defined as
R = AlE(w.od)2 11(w.d)2,
where d is a ZrO, P-0, or 0-0 distance, 5 d is the difference between theprescribed and
actual distances, and w is a weighting factor. The prescribed weights inour modeling are
as follows: 2.00 for ZrO and P-0 distances, 0.25 for 0-0 distances, 0.25 for PP, and
0.001 for ZrP distances. Different P-0 distanceswere prescribed depending on whether
or not a particular POP linkage was on a 3-fold axis. For those P -0 P linkagesnot on a
3-fold axis, normal P-0 distances were prescribed. However, fora POP linkage on a 3-
fold axis, the prescribed P-0 distanceswere shortened to reflect the assumption that these
POP linkages were in reality bent in a normal, but disordered,way.
Refinements initiated with different sets of random numberswere used to assure
that global minimum was obtained. The R valueswere 1.01% for Pca21, 0.96% for
P212121, 0.87% for both P21 and Pc, and 0.79% for P1. A muchbetter fit ( R = 0.2%)
was obtained for the 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure in space group Pa 3.The final coordinates91
from this refinement were used as the starting model for GSAS (27)program. The profile
function used for the 25 °C refinement is the standard Gaussian modifiedfor peak
asymmetry (27-28) and the profile function used for the 227 °C refinement is the pseudo-
Voigt (29). The background function used in both 25 °C and 227 °Crefinements is an
expansion in Chebyschev polynomials of the first kind with 5 coefficients.The POP
bridging oxygen atoms not on the 3-fold axis (01-04)are constrained to have equal
isotropic thermal parameters, whereas the POP bridgingoxygen atoms on the 3-fold axis
are refined with anisotropic thermal parameters (05-06). All of the oxygen atoms in the
ZrOP linkages are constrained to have equal isotropic thermalparameters (07-033).
Additional soft constraints are used to avoid local minima with unreasonabledistances. A
low R value is easily obtained with a poor fit to thesuperstructure peaks.Thus, our
strategy was to focus on obtaining a good fit to the superstructure peaks whichwas in fact
achieved (Figure 4.5). After reasonable distanceswere achieved, the soft constraints were
removed.Some positional parameters were required to be fixedas refinement was
proceeding. The calculated superstructure fitwas in good agreement with the observed
neutron pattern.
Figure 4.6 shows a section of ZrP2O7 structure at 25 °C.Cell parameters, R
factors, goodness of fit, and profile parametersare given in Table 4.4.The better
goodness of fit values at 227 °C are misleading. Thiswas a two-phase refinement due to
the Al heat shields.The fractional coordinates and thermal parameters for theroom
temperature superstructure are given in Table 4.5, and selected distancesare listed in Table
4.6. The average 0P-0 and 0Zr-0 angle deviations from ideal anglesare reported in
Table 4.9.r)
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Figure 4.5(a) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrP2O7 at 25 °C. The lower pattern is the difference between observedand calculated
intensity. 2-Theta range is between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 4.5 (b) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrP2O7 at 25 °C. The lower pattern is the difference betweenobserved and calculated
intensity. 2-Theta range is between 60 and 80°.93
Figure 4.6 Section of the ZrP2O7 structure at 25 °C. Zirconiumatoms are at the centers
of the octahedra. Large open circles are phosphorus atoms.Smaller circles are oxygen
atoms.All POP linkages are bent except for those at the origin and face-centered
positions where oxygen is shown as a filled circle.94
Table 4.4
Cell parameters, Agreement Factors, and Profile Parameters for the 3x 3 x 3
Superstructure
25 °C 227 °C
a (A)a 24.7424(2) 24.8026(1)
Rwp 0.0887 0.0642
R(F) 0.0632 0.0823
R(F2) 0.0796 0.0932
x2 5.321 0.5646
U 44.2 43.8
V -73.7 -107.2
W 147.6 125.8
As 17.221 13.033
F1 -1.092
F2 -0.068
X 5.105
Ss -4.867
a Standard deviation in parentheses are those calculated by GSAS.Considering the
uncertainties in the wavelength and temperature, the uncertainty of the cell edges would be
much larger.95
Table 4.5
Fractional Coordinates and Thermal Parameters for ZrP2O7 at 25 °Ca
atom x y z Ux 100
P1 0.4662 0.1309 0.1298 1.45(5)
P2 0.4695 0.4591 0.1300 1.45(5)
P3 0.7963 0.1310 0.1319 1.45(5)
P4 0.79670.7999 0.1314 1.45(5)
P5 0.1325 0.4637 0.8040 1.45(5)
P6 0.13020.7987 0.4649 1.45(5)
P7 0.46590.8030 0.4600 1.45(5)
P8 0.4687 0.7989 0.7935 1.45(5)
P9 0.8032 0.8032 0.8032 1.45(5)
P10 0.4663 0.4663 0.4663 1.45(5)
Pll 0.1294 0.1294 0.1294 1.45(5)
Zrl 0.3333 0.0006 0.0054 1.31(6)
Zr2 0.3275 0.3355 -0.0010 1.31(6)
Zr3 0.9967 0.3304 0.6591 1.31(6)
Zr4 0.3365 0.6666 0.3349 1.31(6)
Zr5 0.3376 0.3376 0.3376 1.31(6)
Zr6 0.00000.00000.0000 1.31(6)
01 0.4995 0.1474 0.1857 2.32(17)
02 0.8257 0.1744 0.1655 2.32(17)
03 0.5174 0.4854 0.1667 2.32(17)
04 0.1867 0.4840 0.8383 2.32(17)
05 0.1631 0.1631 0.163111.63 and -3.86b
06 0.50000.5000 0.500020.90 and -1.8012
07 0.1213 0.0687 0.1557 1.28(3)
08 0.4751 0.0694 0.1248 1.28(3)
09 0.1479 0.4115 0.1407 1.28(3)
010 0.1646 0.0852 0.4862 1.28(3)
011 0.4856 0.3971 0.1250 1.28(3)
012 0.4799 0.0756 0.4756 1.28(3)
013 0.1635 0.4213 0.4753 1.28(3)
014 0.47800.4110 0.4889 1.28(3)
015 0.8063 0.0773 0.1524 1.28(3)
016 0.13400.7375 0.1317 1.28(3)
017 0.13530.0740 0.8019 1.28(3)
018 0.8159 0.7445 0.1452 1.28(3)
019 0.82620.0808 0.8201 1.28(3)
020 0.15020.7434 0.8136 1.28(3)
021 0.8059 0.7463 0.8343 1.28(3)
022 0.1494 0.4010 0.8007 1.28(3)
023 0.1425 0.7328 0.4695 1.28(3)
024 0.4880 0.74860.1480 1.28(3)
025 0.4637 0.7455 0.4681 1.28(3)
026 0.4977 0.41870.8282 1.28(3)
027 0.4905 0.74350.7932 1.28(3)
028 0.4780 0.06630.7959 1.28(3)96
Table 4.5 (continued)
029 0.8294 0.0802 0.4633 1.28(3)
030 0.8203 0.41480.1509 1.28(3)
031 0.7999 0.39900.4580 1.28(3)
032 0.8187 0.4163 0.7964 1.28(3)
033 0.8202 0.7332 0.4800 1.28(3)
a Ueqv x 100 = 11.63 (20.90) are defined as 1/3 the trace of the diagonallized matrix. The
estimated standard deviations for atomic positions from GSASare between ±0.0004 and
±0.0007 with Zr giving the lower value. b There are two values listed for 05 (and 06)
since they are refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. Ul l= U22 = U33 = 0.1163
(0.2090), and U12 = U13 = U23 = -0.0386 (-0.0180).97
Table 4.6
Bond Distances (A)a for ZrP207 at 25 °C
P1-01 1.66 P5-029 1.44
P1-08 1.54 P6-04 1.53
P1-09 1.45 P6-023 1.66
P1-010 1.47 P6-028 1.61
P2-03 1.63 P6-030 1.44
P2-011 1.59 P7-03 1.52
P2-012 1.45 P7-025 1.44
P2-013 1.51 P7-026 1.62
P3-02 1.54 P7-031 1.52
P3-015 1.45 P8-01 1.63
P3-016 1.46 P8-027 1.47
P3-017 1.44 P8-032 1.44
P4-02 1.54 P8-033 1.61
P4-018 1.49 P9-05 1.44
P4-019 1.53 P9-021 x 3 1.60
P4-020 1.44 P10-06 1.44
P5-04 1.66 P10-014 x 3 1.51
P5-022 1.61 P11 -05 1.44
P5-024 1.54 P11-07 x 3 1.65
Zr1-08 1.99 Zr3-019 1.97
Zr1-010 2.17 Zr3-024 2.01
Zr1-014 2.05 Zr3-026 2.21
Zr1-025 2.24 Zr3-033 1.94
Zr1-028 2.07 Zr4-09 2.03
Zr1-029 2.12 Zr4-016 2.16
Zr2-011 2.01 Zr4-018 2.05
Zr2-015 2.13 Zr4-021 2.12
Zr2-017 2.04 Zr4-022 1.91
Zr2-023 1.98 Zr4-032 2.21
Zr2-027 2.06 Zr5-020 x 3 2.11
Zr2-031 2.02 Zr5-030 x 3 1.98
Zr3-07 2.04 Zr6-012 x 6 2.03
Zr3-013 2.06
a Estimated standard deviations from GSAS are between ±0.02 and ±0.03 A for P-0
distances and are between ±0.01 and ±0.02 A for Zr-O distances.98
The 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure at 227 °C was solved ina similar manner.The
observed, calculated, and difference between observed and calculatedpatterns are shown in
Figure 4.7. Cell parameters, R factors, goodness of fit, and profileparameters are given
in Table 4.4.The fractional coordinates and thermal parameters for the 227°C
superstructure are given in Table 4.7. The standard deviations of the refined positional
parameters were twice as high for the data taken at 227 °C.For this reason, it is not
possible to say whether or not the structure of ZrP2O7 changes inany significant way from
25 to 227 °C.Selected distances are listed in Table 4.8. Theaverage 0P-0 and 0Zr-
0 angle deviations from ideal angles are reported in Table 4.9.1.10
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Figure 4.7 (a) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrP2O7 at 227 °C. The upper ticks are due to aluminum in thefurnace; the lower
pattern is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is
between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 4.7 (b) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrP2O7 at 227 °C. The lower pattern is the difference betweenobserved and calculated
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Table 4.7
Fractional Coordinates and Thermal Parameters for ZrP2O7 at 227 °Ca
atom x y z U x 100
P1 0.4593 0.1317 0.1288 1.58(7)
P2 0.4714 0.4621 0.1310 1.58(7)
P3 0.8038 0.1348 0.1336 1.58(7)
P4 0.7965 0.7978 0.1287 1.58(7)
P5 0.1313 0.4709 0.8022 1.58(7)
P6 0.1288 0.7925 0.4644 1.58(7)
P7 0.4635 0.8012 0.4618 1.58(7)
P8 0.4654 0.8008 0.7964 1.58(7)
P9 0.80100.8010 0.8010 1.58(7)
P10 0.4663 0.4663 0.4663 1.58(7)
P11 0.12940.1294 0.1294 1.58(7)
Zrl 0.3358 -0.00030.9961 1.95(10)
Zr2 0.3339 0.3311 0.0036 1.95(10)
Zr3 0.9972 0.3264 0.6638 1.95(10)
Zr4 0.3342 0.6644 0.3320 1.95(10)
Zr5 0.3361 0.3361 0.3361 1.95(10)
Zr6 0.00000.0000 0.0000 1.95(10)
01 0.4992 0.1491 0.1797 2.91(24)
02 0.8296 0.1892 0.1520 2.91(24)
03 0.4922 0.4921 0.1869 2.91(24)
04 0.17120.4983 0.8341 2.91(24)
05 0.1631 0.1631 0.1631 8.71 and-4.24b
06 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 8.71 and-4.24b
07 0.1274 0.0707 0.1523 2.29(7)
08 0.4863 0.0712 0.1392 2.29(7)
09 0.1497 0.4056 0.1149 2.29(7)
010 0.1563 0.0811 0.4816 2.29(7)
011 0.47380.4020 0.1371 2.29(7)
012 0.49320.0838 0.4839 2.29(7)
013 0.1488 0.4072 0.4700 2.29(7)
014 0.4705 0.4095 0.48592.29(7)
015 0.8170 0.0746 0.1350 2.29(7)
016 0.1495 0.7433 0.1426 2.29(7)
017 0.14500.0729 0.7966 2.29(7)
018 0.8221 0.7471 0.1516 2.29(7)
019 0.8206 0.0794 0.8268 2.29(7)
020 0.1379 0.7389 0.8091 2.29(7)
021 0.8224 0.7475 0.8088 2.29(7)
022 0.13930.4052 0.8053 2.29(7)
023 0.1478 0.7318 0.4517 2.29(7)
024 0.4938 0.7471 0.1286 2.29(7)
025 0.46590.7354 0.4713 2.29(7)
026 0.49650.4160 0.8255 2.29(7)
027 0.48230.7468 0.8089 2.29(7)
028 0.4803 0.0735 0.80002.29(7)101
Table 4.7 (continued)
029 0.8247 0.0797 0.4849 2.29(7)
030 0.8238 0.4149 0.1457 2.29(7)
031 0.8063 0.40440.4698 2.29(7)
032 0.8050 0.4055 0.8005 2.29(7)
033 0.8151 0.73420.4725 2.29(7)
a Ueqv x 100 = 8.71 are defined as 1/3 the trace of the diagonallized matrix. The estimated
standard deviations for atomic positions from GSASare between ±0.0008 and ±0.0012
with Zr giving the lower value. b There are two values listed for 05 (and 06) since theyare
refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. Ul 1= U22 = U33 = 0.0871, and U12 = U13
= U23 = -0.0424.102
Table 4.8
Bond Distances (A)a for ZrP207 at 227 °C
P1-01 1.66 P5-029 1.44
P1-08 1.66 P6-04 1.58
P1-09 1.49 P6-023 1.61
P1-010 1.44 P6-028 1.44
P2-03 1.66 P6-030 1.51
P2-011 1.50 P7-03 1.61
P2-012 1.44 P7-025 1.65
P2-013 1.66 P7-026 1.58
P3-02 1.56 P7-031 1.44
P3-015 1.53 P8-01 1.63
P3-016 1.56 P8-027 1.44
P3-017 1.54 P8-032 1.50
P4-02 1.66 P8-033 1.59
P4-018 1.52 P9-05 1.54
P4-019 1.54 P9-021 x 3 1.44
P4-020 1.47 P10-06 1.45
P5-04 1.44 P10-014 x 3 1.49
P5-022 1.64 P11 -05 1.45
P5-024 1.48 P11-07 x 3 1.56
Zrl -08 1.99 Zr3-019 1.94
Zr1-010 2.04 Zr3-024 2.03
Zr1-014 1.97 Zr3-026 2.24
Zr1-025 2.12 Zr3-033 1.92
Zr1-028 2.00 Zr4-09 2.25
Zr1-029 2.06 Zr4-016 2.05
Zr2-011 2.00 Zr4-018 2.11
Zr2-015 1.95 Zr4-021 2.09
Zr2-017 2.19 Zr4-022 1.96
Zr2-023 2.07 Zr4-032 2.08
Zr2-027 2.10 Zr5-020 x 3 2.08
Zr2-031 2.05 Zr5-030 x 3 2.03
Zr3-07 2.10 Zr6-012 x 6 2.12
Zr3-013 1.98
a Estimated standard deviations from GSAS are between ±0.02 and ±0.03 Afor P-0
distances and are between ±0.02 and ±0.04 A for Zr-0 distances.103
Table 4.9
Average Angle Deviations from Ideal Angles for 25 °C and 227 °C
average angle
deviations at
25 °C
average angle
deviations at
25 °C
average angle
deviations at
227 °C
average angle
deviations at
227 °C
0-P1-0 5.3 12.7
0-P2-0 7.2 8.9
0-P3-0 6.9 10.9
0-P4-0 9.9 10.5
0-P5-0 10.5 3.1
0-P6-0 8.2 7.7
0-P7-0 9.4 12.3
0-P8-0 10.5 7.3
0-P9-0 7.1 5.3
0-P10-0 7.2 0.9
0-P11-0 2.2 0.8
0-Zr1-0 5.55 9.7 8.5 8.7
0-Zr2-0 3.7 5.8 7.7 13.6
0-Zr3-0 5.2 10.8 7.8 16.8
0-Zr4-0 8.4 12.9 6.3 14.4
0-Zr5-0 4.32 8.9 5.5 11.6
0-Zr6-0 1.37 0.0 5.24 0.0104
4.4 Discussion
The lattice symmetry of the high temperature structure for ZrP2O7 forcesa 180°
bond angle on the POP linkage.This is only the average POP bond angle, and
displacements of oxygen to bend the POP angle could be either static and disorderedor
they could be due to thermal motion. At higher temperatures,a distinction between these
two models becomes meaningless because there would be sufficient thermalenergy to
facilitate the hopping of oxygen among the different sites of the static, disordered model.
In any case, it is not possible based on our diffraction data to distinguish between thesetwo
models. Considering the low thermal expansion of ZrP2O7 above 290 °C, the thermal
vibration model is appealing.According to this model, increased vibration of 02
perpendicular to the P-02P bond would result in a decreased PP distance. This would
tend to compensate the thermal expansion of Zr-0 bonds and givean overall low lattice
expansion. Unfortunately, our data are not over a temperaturerange sufficient to test this
hypothesis.We believe the low thermal expansion region in the ZrP2O7 is dueto
transverse oxygen thermal motion in the ZrOP, and POP linkages.
The angle for POP linkages is normally in therange 130 to 160°. A POP
bond angle of 180° is unfavorable, and one expects thata structure containing such a
linkage could only be stabilized by entropy at high temperature. Thus,on cooling the cubic
ZrP2O7 structure with Z = 4, a phase transition is expected toa structure where the POP
bond angles bend away from 180° in an ordered, static fashion.We have previously
shown that such a transition is highly frustrated (21). Even ifone allows the symmetry to
drop to triclinic, the connectivity of the ZrP2O7 lattice is such that good bond distances and
angles cannot be obtained. Instead, a 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure forms (30). Then 89% of
the POP groups are no longer on 3-fold axes, and the POP bond angle of suchgroups
can take on normal values (134-162°). For the 11% of POP groups remaining on the 3-105
fold axes, the question remains as to whether to treat theoxygen bending the POP
linkage as static and disordered or as thermal motion.
Apparently only one other structure containing pyrophosphategroups has been
refined where an average 180° POP angle was required by latticesymmetry. This is
Mn2P2O7 where the POP linkage lies on a 2-fold axis (31). The displacements of the
bridging oxygen were modeled both as a thermal ellipsoid andas a static disordered
situation. The disordered model gave a slightly better fit to the data, inadequateto firmly
resolve the issue.The static disordered model gave a POP angle of 162° to 166°
depending on the space group assumed and whether X-ray single crystalor neutron
powder data were used. For all of our refinements of high temperature ZrP207, weobtain
a POP angle of about 145° from our static disordered model and 170° based on the root
mean square displacement of the thermal ellipsoid in the ordered model. The smaller value
falls within the normal range of POP angles whereas the larger value wouldbe
considered unusually large but is not far from the value estimated for Mn2P207.106
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5.1 Introduction
108
The cubic AM207 structure where M may be P, Asor V can be viewed as related to
the NaC1 structure. The cation is A4 +, and the anion is (M207)
4-
.The ordered orientation
of the (M207)4- group necessarily lowers the symmetry; the highestsymmetry possible for
this framework (Figure 5.1) is Pa 5.The only vanadates known with this structureare
ZrV2O7 and HfV207 (1-4).
The structure of cubic ZrV2O7 at room temperature has been solved and refined
using a combination of modeling, high resolution neutron powder diffractiondata, high
temperature X-ray powder diffraction data, room temperature X-ray single crystal data, and
51V NMR. Phase transitions occur in ZrV2O7 at about 77 °C and100 °C, and both are
coupled with abrupt volume increase with increasing temperature. The cell edgeat room
temperature is 26.33 A; the space group is Pa 5,and Z is 108. For those V207 units not
on a 3-fold axis, the VOV angles range from 155° to 168°. Two crystallographically
distinct V207 groups are on 3-fold axes with VOV angles thus constrainedto be 180° on
average. The structure of cubic ZrV2O7 was also refined from data taken at -263, 45, 66,
88, 114, 236, and 470 °C. The 3 x 3 x 3 superstructurepresent at room temperature
completely disappears at about 100 °C, and all VOV angles of V207are then constrained
by symmetry to be 180° on average.1O9
Figure 5.1Ideal structure for cubic AM207 compounds shown as corner sharing A06
octahedra and MO4 tetrahedra.
In this ideal structure with Z = 4, the M207 group is on a 3-fold axis with the
bridging oxygen on an inversion center. The MOM bond angle is, therefore, constrained
to be 180° on average. At high temperature, it appears that all compounds in this structure
type can be described in this Pa 3 space group with Z = 4. However most, and perhaps all,
of these cubic AM207 compounds undergo a phase transition with decreasing temperature.
It appears that the low temperature structure remains cubic with the same space group but
with a 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure. Only in the case of SiP2O7 (5) and ZrP2O7 (chapter 4)
has a solution to these superstructures been reported.110
The thermal expansion of cubic AM207 phases can bevery low or negative in the
temperature range where there is no superstructure. In the case of ZrV207, the thermal
expansion might be considered normal from room temperature to about 100 °C.The
superstructure completely disappears at this temperature, and the thermal expansion from
114 to 470 °C is about -6.6 x 10-6 °C-1 (4,6).The thermal expansion also becomes
negative above room temperature in the case of ThP2O7, UP207, and HfV2O7(2-4,7).
Our primary motivation in studying ZrV2O7was to understand the unusual thermal
expansion properties that can occur for the cubic AM207 compounds. Secondly,we were
interested in the challenge of solving a 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure.111
5.2 Experimental
Our synthesis procedure for ZrV2O7 has been previously reported(4,6).
Diffraction data were obtained on the new high-resolutionneutron powder diffractometer
(HRNPD) at beamline H1A of the high-flux beam reactor (HFBR)at Brookhaven National
Laboratory by Dr. Tom Vogt (8).
The high temperature data were collected usinga furnace with resistive heaters and
aluminum heat shields. The sample was pressed intoa cylindrical pellet 3 cm high and 1
cm in diameter. Two stainless steel coated thermocouples, one above andone below the
sample, were used to monitor the temperature. The samplewas exposed to air during data
collection, which did not commence until thermal equilibriumwas achieved.112
5.3 Results
High-Temperature Structure
No superstructure was observed in data collected at 88, 114, 236, and 470°C.
Therefore, these data were refined using space group Pa 3 with Z= 4. The cell edges and
agreement factors are given in Table 5.1, and examples of observed and calculatedpatterns
are given in Figure 5.2.The variation with temperature of these cell edges is in good
agreement with the thermal expansion data for ZrV2O7 reported byus (4,6).All of the
neutron data collected above room temperature contained peaks of aluminum dueto the heat
shields. Additionally, a V205 impurity was present inour samples. Thus, all refinements
of such data were based on three phases.
The refined parameters for high-temperature ZrV2O7are given in Table 5.2.
Zirconium and 02 are at special positions (0, 0, 0) and (0.5, 0.5, 0.5),respectively.113
Table 5.1
Cell Parameters and Agreement Factors at Different Temperatures
88 °C 114 °C 236 °Ca 470 °C
a (A)b8.8032(1) 8.8194(1)8.8188(1)8.7987(1)
Rwpc 0.0667 0.0593 0.1518 0.0420
R(F)d 0.0600 0.0432 0.0607 0.0522
R(F2)e0.0702 0.0538 0.0927 0.0590
X2f 0.6262 0.4996 3.067 0.3368
a The R values are much higher for the 236 °C since these are the results from X-ray data.
We did not have neutron powder data at 236 °C.
b Standard deviations in parentheses are those calculated by GSAS.Considering the
uncertainties in the wavelength and temperature, the uncertainty of the cell edges would be
much larger.
c Rwp =Ewi [yi(obs)yi(calc)12
EWi [yi(obs)]2
dR(F)=E1[1(obs)]112
[I(calc)]112 I
[ I(obs)[1/2
2Ei 1(calc)I
e R(F )=
E I(obs)
fx2
w [yi (obs)yi (calc)] 2
Mobs)N(var)W0
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Figure 5.2 (a) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV2O7 at 88 °C. The set of middle ticksare the ZrV2O7 phase. The other two sets of
ticks are due to presence of V205,and aluminum in the furnace; the lower pattern is the
difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is between 20 and
140°.
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Figure 5.2 (b) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV207 at 88 °C. The set of lower ticksare due to presence of V205 ; the lower pattern
is the difference between observed and calculated intensity. 2-Thetarange is between 60
and 80°.r)
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Figure 5.2 (c) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line) X-ray diffractionpatterns for
ZrV2O7 at 236 °C. The upper ticks are due to thepresence of V205; the lower pattern is
the difference between observed and calculated intensity. 2-Thetarange is between 15 and
120°.
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Figure 5.2 (d) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line) X-ray diffractionpatterns for
ZrV2O7 at 236 °C. The upper ticks are due topresence of V205; the lower pattern is the
difference between observed and calculated intensity. 2-Thetarange is between 15 and 60°.r)
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Figure 5.2 (e) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV207 at 470 °C. The two sets of upper ticksare due to presence of V205, and
aluminum in the furnace; the lower pattern is the difference betweenobserved and
calculated intensity. 2-Theta range is between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 5.2(f) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV207 at 470 °C. The set of upper ticksare due to presence of V205; the lower pattern
is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is between 60
and 80°.117
Table 5.2
Fractional Coordinates and Thermal Parameters at DifferentTemperatures with Standard
Deviations in Parentheses
atom 88 °C 114 °C 236 °C 470 °C
Zr x 0 0 0 0
U(iso) 0.0237(7) 0.0215(6) 0.0039(4) 0.0282(5)
V x 0.3817(36) 0.3865(23) 0.3884(2) 0.3827(23)
U(iso)0.0156(125)0.0000(0)a 0.0058(6) 0.0169(68)
01 x 0.4363(3) 0.4366(3) 0.4387(5) 0.4371(2)
y 0.2058(2) 0.2052(2) 0.2086(4) 0.2056(2)
z 0.4070(3) 0.4072(3) 0.4110(7) 0.4071(2) Ull 0.0764(20) 0.0636(17) 0.0220(22) 0.0788(15)
U22 0.0293(15) 0.0267(13) 0.0051(13) 0.0374(11)
U33 0.0638(21) 0.0574(17) 0.0939(21) 0.0841(16)
U12 0.0170(15) 0.0168(12) 0.0225(13) 0.0252(10)
U13 -0.0107(16)-0.0075(10) 0.0198(14) 0.0146(18)
U23 0.0121(13) 0.0134(10) 0.0270(15) 0.0250(20)
02 x 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Ul lb 0.0811(21) 0.0726(16) 0.1337(34) 0.0950(14)
U1 2c -0.0405(27)-0.0347(23)-0.0478(40)-0.0295(23)
a U(iso) was slightly negative, and therefore itwas fixed at 0.000.
b ull = U22= U33
c U12 = U13 = U23
Table 5.3
Selected Interatomic Distances (A) and Angles (°) at DifferentTemperatures
88 °C 114 °C 236 °C 470 °C
V--01 1.637(2) 1.669(12) 1.659(4) 1.645(11)
V-02 1.803(50) 1.734(34) 1.704(2) 1.788(40)
V-02a 1.805 1.736 1.709 1.791
Zr-01 2.066(2) 2.063(2) 2.072(4) 2.060(12)
Zr-01-V164.5(2) 163.8(8) 164.6(4) 164.1(7)
a This distance is corrected for the thermal motion of 02.118
Low-Temperature Structure
A structural solution based on data taken at -263, 25, 45, 66 °C ishighly
challenging. The fact that space group apparently remains Pa 5 is confirmedby 51V NMR
studies (4). However, Z is now 108 due to the 3 x 3x 3 superstructure. There are 134
positional parameters for about 3487 possible peaks in therange of the neutron powder
data collection. We resorted to modeling aswas also done in the case of SiP2O7 (5) to
refine the structure of ZrV207.
Figure 5.3 shows the possible space groups which couldoccur as symmetry
elements are removed from the ideal cubic AM207 structure inspace group Pa 5. DSC
measurements and dilatometer data collected by Dr.Vincent Korthuis (4) showtwo phase
transitions at about 77 and 102 °C. The relative thermal expansion ofZrV2O7 based on
dilatometer data is shown in Figure 5.4 (a), and the calculated relativethermal expansion
from our neutron data is shown in Figure 5.4 (b). Ascan be seen, our calculated results
agree with the dilatometer data, and sharper slopes are seen at temperatures below 114 °C.
It should be noted that only the circle markers in Figure 5.4 (b)correspond to calculated
results. These markers are discrete values at differenttemperatures for which we had the
neutron data, and the cell edges are divided by 3 for the temperatures with3 x 3 x 3
superstructure. The smooth dotted line is drawn to help reader to understand thetrend
more easily.
The transition which occurs at about 77 °Con cooling is the one where the cubic
cell edges are tripled but the space groups remains Pa 3Many of the 3-fold axes and
inversion centers are lost during this transition, butsome remain. This transition leads to
eleven crystallographically distinct sites for tetrahedral M cations.Three of the sites remain
on 3-fold axes which account for 11% of all such cations. In the ideal structure, alloxygen
atoms of the MOM linkages are at inversion centerson the 3-fold axes. In the supercell,
most of the MOM angles (89%) are bent away from 180°. However,one oxygen site119
remains on the 3-fold axis with an inversion center. Another remainson the 3-fold axis but
without an inversion center. The MOM angles involvingoxygen atoms on 3-fold axes
are required by the space group symmetry to be 180°.Pa3 (100,1)
Pa3 (11.1,11)
3 x 3 x 3
R3 (100,2)P2,3 (100,2)Pbca (100,1)
120
R3 (25,4) P212121(0,2) Pca21 (0,2)P21 /c (100,2)
P2 (0,4) Pc (0,4) Pi (100,4)
R3 (5 5,38) P213 (11.1,22)
R3 (2.8,76)P212121(0,54)
P1 (0,8)
Pbca (3.7,27
Pca21(0,54)P21/c (3.7,54)
P2 (0,108) Pc (0,108) P1 (3.7,108)
P1 (0,216) (0,216)
Figure 5.3 Possible space groups for A4+M5+207 compounds basedon distortions of
the ideal cubic structure. The first number in parentheses is thepercent M-0--M linkages
constrained by space group symmetry to be 180 °; the second numberis the number of
crystallographically distinct M atoms for that spacegroup.0.55 -
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Figure 5.4 (a) The relative thermal expansion of ZrV2O7 basedon dilatometer data.
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Figure 5.4(b) The relative thermal expansion of ZrV2O7 basedon neutron data.122
Similar to the arguments in section 4.3,the final coordinates from DLS (9)
modeling was used as starting model for GSAS (10)program. The profile function used
for the -263, 25, 45, and 66 °C refinements is the standard Gaussianmodified for peak
asymmetry (10-11). The background function used in the -263, 25, 45, 66 °C refinements
is an expansion in Chebyschev polynomials of the first kind with 5 coefficients.The V-0--
V bridging oxygen atoms not on the 3-fold axis (01-04)are constrained to have equal
isotropic thermal parameters, whereas the VOV bridgingoxygen atoms on the 3-fold
axis are refined with anisotropic thermal parameters (05-06). Allof the oxygen atoms in
the ZrOV linkages (07-033) are constrained to have equal isotropicthermal parameters.
Additional soft constraints are used to avoid local minima with unreasonabledistances. A
low R value is easily obtained with a poor fit to thesuperstructure peaks.Thus, our
strategy was to focus on obtaining a good fit to the superstructure peaks whichwas in fact
achieved (Figure 5.5). After reasonable distanceswere achieved, the soft constraints were
removed.Some positional parameters were required to be fixedas refinement was
proceeding. The calculated superstructure fitwas in good agreement with the observed
neutron pattern.
Cell parameters, R factors, goodness of fit, and profileparameters are given in
Table 5.4. For temperatures higher thanroom temperature, an Al impurity is present due
to the use of Al heat shields which are discussed in section 5.2. The fractionalcoordinates
and thermal parameters for the room temperaturesuperstructure are given in Table 5.5, and
selected distances are listed in Table 5.6.0
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Figure 5.5(a) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV207 at 25 °C. The upper ticksare due to the V205 impurity phase; the lower
pattern is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is
between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 5.5 (b) The observed (crosses) and calculated(line) neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV207 at 25 °C. The upper ticksare due to the V205 impurity phase; the lower pattern
is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is between 60
and 80°.124
Table 5.4
Cell parameters, Agreement Factors, and Profile Parameters for the
3 x 3 x 3 Superstructures
-263 °C 25 °C 45 °C 66 °C
a (A)a 26.2339(2) 26.3309(1) 26.3459(3) 26.3719(3)
Rwp 0.0788 0.0685 0.0610 0.0772
R(F) 0.0861 0.0679 0.0802 0.1427
R(F2) 0.1040 0.0787 0.0899 0.1492
x2 1.384 1.79 0.547 0.9132
U 45.4 40.4 67.1 40.4
V -78.7 -72.0 -115.3 -72.03
W 132.1 132.7 144.2 132.7
As 15.57 15.515 14.83 15.15
F1 -0.905 -0.302 -0.687 -0.302
F2 -0.0543 -0.0148 -0.0632 -0.0148
a Standard deviation in parentheses are those calculated by GSAS.Considering the
uncertainties in the wavelength and temperature, the uncertainty of the cell edges would be
much larger.
Iwi [yi(obs)- yi(calc)]2 b Rwp =
c R(F) =
I wi [yi(obs)]2
II [I(obs)]1/2 -[1(calc)]112 I
1 [I(obs)]1/2
II I(obs)- I(calc) I
d R(F2 )=
I 1(obs)
2I Wi [yi (obs)yi(calM2
N(obs)N(var)125
Table 5.5
Fractional Coordinates and Thermal Parameters for ZrV2O7at 25 °Ca
atom x y z Ux 100
V1 0.4635 0.1277 0.1321 0.7(5)
V2 0.4716 0.4586 0.1319 0.7(5)
V3 0.7932 0.1292 0.1331 0.7(5)
V4 0.7960 0.7961 0.1329 0.7(5)
V5 0.1299 0.4671 0.8016 0.7(5)
V6 0.1276 0.7916 0.4630 0.7(5)
V7 0.4614 0.7952 0.4639 0.7(5)
V8 0.4680 0.8014 0.7899 0.7(5)
V9 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.7(5)
V10 0.4641 0.4641 0.4641 0.7(5)
V11 0.1281 0.1281 0.1281 0.7(5)
Zrl 0.3349-0.0039 1.0002 2.24(3)
Zr2 0.3267 0.3348-0.0005 2.24(3)
Zr3 0.9975 0.3285 0.6612 2.24(3)
Zr4 0.3361 0.6654 0.3320 2.24(3)
Zr5 0.3355 0.3355 0.3355 2.24(3)
Zr6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2.24(3)
01 0.4989 0.1541 0.1816 2.32(8)
02 0.8347 0.1721 0.1572 2.32(8)
03 0.5107 0.4903 0.1736 2.32(8)
04 0.1746 0.4994 0.8347 2.32(8)
05 0.1628 0.1628 0.16284.21 and -1.35b
06 0.5000 0.5000 0.50007.74 and -3.41b
07 0.1260 0.0639 0.1431 2.29(21)
08 0.4824 0.0654 0.1283 2.29(2)
09 0.1418 0.3992 0.1308 2.29(2)
010 0.1599 0.0776 0.4772 2.29(2)
011 0.4919 0.3953 0.1220 2.29(2)
012 0.4866 0.0719 0.4696 2.29(2)
013 0.1537 0.4090 0.4632 2.29(2)
014 0.4623 0.4026 0.4878 2.29(2)
015 0.8075 0.0684 0.1468 2.29(2)
016 0.1467 0.7336 0.1393 2.29(2)
017 0.1332 0.0653 0.7982 2.29(2)
018 0.8157 0.7374 0.1346 2.29(2)
019 0.8139 0.0694 0.8038 2.29(2)
020 0.1469 0.7336 0.7960 2.29(2)
021 0.8158 0.7426 0.8101 2.29(2)
022 0.1414 0.4045 0.8028 2.29(2)
023 0.1447 0.7253 0.4617 2.29(2)
024 0.4881 0.7399 0.1291 2.29(2)
025 0.4634 0.7300 0.4775 2.29(2)
026 0.4754 0.4033 0.8159 2.29(2)
027 0.4884 0.7389 0.7969 2.29(2)
028 0.4857 0.0667 0.7889 2.29(2)126
Table 5.5 (continued)
029 0.8316 0.0740 0.4785 2.29(2)
030 0.8089 0.4004 0.1331 2.29(2)
031 0.8002 0.3968 0.4649 2.29(2)
032 0.8041 0.4028 0.7997 2.29(2)
033 0.8135 0.7272 0.4678 2.29(2)
a Ueciv x 100 = 4.21 (7.74) are defined as 1/3 the trace of the diagonallized matrix. The
estimated standard deviations for atomic positions from GSAS are between ±0.0005 and
±0.0008 with Zr giving the lower value. b There are two values listed for 05 (and 06)
since they are refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. Ull= U22 = U33 = 0.0421
(0.0774), and U12 = U13 = U23 = -0.0135 (-0.0340).127
Table 5.6
Bond Distances (A)a for ZrV2O7 at 25 °C
V1-01 1.75 V5-029 1.70
V1-08 1.72 V6-04 1.66
V1-09 1.71 V6-023 1.81
V1-010 1.71 V6-028 1.71
V2-03 1.72 V6-030 1.72
V2-011 1.77 V7-03 1.66
V2-012 1.74 V7-025 1.75
V2-013 1.75 V7-026 1.65
V3-02 1.70 V7-031 1.77
V3-015 1.68 V8-01 1.64
V3-016 1.63 V8-027 1.74
V3-017 1.79 V8-032 1.76
V4-02 1.71 V8-033 1.68
V4-018 1.63 V9-05 1.69
V4-019 1.75 V9-021 x 3 1.59
V4-020 1.68 V10-06 1.64
V5-04 1.69 V10-014 x 3 1.74
V5-022 1.68 V1 1-05 1.58
V5-024 1.71 V11-07 x3 1.74
Zrl -08 2.01 Zr3-019 1.99
Zrl -010 2.06 Zr3-024 2.03
Zrl -014 2.08 Zr3-026 2.14
Zr1-025 2.03 Zr3-033 2.00
Zrl -028 2.18 Zr4-09 2.07
Zrl -029 2.11 Zr4-016 2.04
Zr2-011 2.14 Zr4-018 2.16
Zr2-015 2.07 Zr4-021 2.14
Zr2-017 2.05 Zr4-022 2.08
Zr2-023 2.02 Zr4-032 2.11
Zr2-027 2.02 Zr5-020 x 3 2.14
Zr2-031 2.01 Zr5-030 x 3 2.02
Zr3-07 2.12 Zr6-012 x 6 2.09
Zr3-013 2.11
a Estimated standard deviations from GSAS are between ±0.02 and ±0.04 A forV-0
distances and are between ±0.02 and ±0.03 A for Zr-0 distances.128
The 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure at -263, 45, 66 °Cwere solved in a similar manner.
The observed (crosses) and calculated (line) neutron diffractionpatterns for ZrV2O7 at
-263, 45, and 66°C are shown in Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, and Figure5.8 respectively.
Similar fragments of the 3 x 3 x 3 superstructures at differenttemperatures are
superimposed (Figure 5.9) in order to show the change in thestructures as the temperature
is increased.It is difficult to explain the difference in thesuperstructures because of the
complexity of the superstructures. The fractional coordinates and thermalparameters for
the superstructure at -263, 45, and 66 °Care given in Table 5.7, Table 5.9, and Table 5.11,
and selected distances are listed in Table 5.8, Table 5.10, and Table 5.12respectively.re)0
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Figure 5.6 (a) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV2O7 at -263 °C. The upper ticks are due to the V205 impurityphase; the lower
pattern is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is
between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 5.6 (b) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV207 at -263 °C. The upper ticksare due to the V205 impurity phase; the lower
pattern is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is
between 60 and 80°.130
Table 5.7
Fractional Coordinates and Thermal Parameters for ZrV2O7 at -263 °Ca
atom x y z Ux 100
V1 0.4635 0.1277 0.1321 0.6(8)
V2 0.4716 0.4586 0.1319 0.6(8)
V3 0.7932 0.1292 0.1331 0.6(8)
V4 0.7960 0.7961 0.1329 0.6(8)
V5 0.1299 0.4671 0.8016 0.6(8)
V6 0.1276 0.7916 0.4630 0.6(8)
V7 0.4614 0.7952 0.4639 0.6(8)
V8 0.4680 0.8014 0.7899 0.6(8)
V9 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.6(8)
V10 0.4641 0.4641 0.4641 0.6(8)
V11 0.1281 0.1281 0.1281 0.6(8)
Zrl 0.3359 -0.0031 0.9941 1.57(7)
Zr2 0.3267 0.3377-0.0002 1.57(7)
Zr3 0.9962 0.3310 0.6566 1.57(7)
Zr4 0.3402 0.6639 0.3303 1.57(7)
Zr5 0.3343 0.3343 0.3343 1.57(7)
Zr6 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.57(7)
01 0.4964 0.1493 0.1820 0.87(14)
02 0.8220 0.1736 0.1671 0.87(14)
03 0.5124 0.4878 0.1759 0.87(14)
04 0.1815 0.4993 0.8314 0.87(14)
05 0.1628 0.1628 0.16284.54 and -1.94b
06 0.5000 0.5000 0.50007.03 and -3,33b
07 0.1216 0.0613 0.1437 1.53(4)
08 0.4858 0.0641 0.1227 1.53(4)
09 0.1453 0.4000 0.1250 1.53(4)
010 0.1589 0.0781 0.4726 1.53(4)
011 0.4945 0.3939 0.1250 1.53(4)
012 0.4874 0.0756 0.4797 1.53(4)
013 0.1512 0.4108 0.4556 1.53(4)
014 0.4573 0.4029 0.4875 1.53(4)
015 0.8044 0.0682 0.1539 1.53(4)
016 0.1431 0.7285 0.1313 1.53(4)
017 0.1299 0.0687 0.8016 1.53(4)
018 0.8177 0.7355 0.1403 1.53(4)
019 0.8163 0.0733 0.8070 1.53(4)
020 0.1434 0.7299 0.7954 1.53(4)
021 0.8193 0.7399 0.8069 1.53(4)
022 0.1391 0.4062 0.8001 1.53(4)
023 0.1441 0.7246 0.4634 1.53(4)
024 0.4910 0.7410 0.1242 1.53(4)
025 0.4592 0.7289 0.4821 1.53(4)
026 0.4821 0.4057 0.8209 1.53(4)
027 0.4931 0.7428 0.7939 1.53(4)
028 0.4872 0.0672 0.7928 1.53(4)131
Table 5.7 (continued)
029
030
031
032
033
0.8324
0.8091
0.7920
0.8073
0.8115
0.0744
0.4021
0.3989
0.4066
0.7218
0.4808
0.1306
0.4623
0.8038
0.4686
1.53(4)
1.53(4)
1.53(4)
1.53(4)
1.53(4)
a Ueqv x 100 = 4.54 (7.03) are defined as 1/3 the trace of the diagonallizedmatrix. The
estimated standard deviations for atomic positions from GSASare between ±0.0005 and
±0.0008 with Zr giving the lower value. b Thereare two values listed for 05 (and 06)
since they are refined with anisotropic thermal parameters. Ui 1= U22 = U33 = 0.0454
(0.0703), and U12 = U13 = U23= -0.0194 (-0.0333).132
Table 5.8
Bond Distances (A)a for ZrV2O7 at -263 °C
V1-01 1.67 V5-029 1.70
V1-08 1.78 V6-04 1.62
V1-09 1.70 V6-023 1.81
V1-010 1.65 V6-028 1.71
V2-03 1.75 V6-030 1.66
V2-011 1.81 V7-03 1.66
V2-012 1.67 V7-025 1.80
V2-013 1.67 V7-026 1.68
V3-02 1.65 V7-031 1.71
V3-015 1.71 V8-01 1.76
V3-016 1.72 V8-027 1.67
V3-017 1.70 V8-032 1.67
V4-02 1.72 V8-033 1.80
V4-018 1.70 V9-05 1.69
V4-019 1.68 V9-021 x 3 1.67
V4-020 1.75 V10-06 1.63
V5-04 1.78 V10-014 x 3 1.73
V5-022 1.62 V11-05 1.58
V5-024 1.72 V11-07 x 3 1.81
Zr1-08 2.15 Zr3-019 2.06
Zr1-010 2.05 Zr3-024 2.10
Zrl -014 2.05 Zr3-026 2.08
Zr1-025 2.13 Zr3-033 2.01
Zrl -028 2.01 Zr4-09 2.10
Zr1-029 2.14 Zr4-016 2.11
Zr2-011 2.02 Zr4-018 2.11
Zr2-015 2.06 Zr4-021 2.09
Zr2-017 2.10 Zr4-022 2.07
Zr2-023 2.04 Zr4-032 2.03
Zr2-027 2.16 Zr5-020 x 3 2.05
Zr2-031 2.10 Zr5-030 x 3 2.11
Zr3-07 2.05 Zr6-012 x 6 2.08
Zr3-013 2.11
a Estimated standard deviations from GSASare between ±0.01 and ±0.02 A for V-0
distances and are between ±0.01 and ±0.03 A for Zr-O distances.in
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Figure 5.7 (a) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV2O7 at 45 °C. The two sets of upper ticksare due to presence of V205,and
aluminum in the furnace; the lower pattern is the difference between observedand
calculated intensity. 2-Theta range is between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 5.7 (b) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV2O7 at 45 °C. The upper ticks are due to the V205 impurityphase; the lower
pattern is the difference between observed and calculated intensity.2-Theta range is
between 60 and 80°.134
Table 5.9
Fractional Coordinates and Thermal Parameters for ZrV2O7at 45 °Ca
atom x y z Ux 100
V1 0.4635 0.1277 0.1321 0.65b
V2 0.4716 0.45860.1319 0.65
V3 0.7932 0.1292 0.1331 0.65
V4 0.7960 0.7961 0.1329 0.65
V5 0.1299 0.4671 0.8016 0.65
V6 0.1276 0.79160.4630 0.65
V7 0.4614 0.79520.4639 0.65
V8 0.4680 0.80140.7899 0.65
V9 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.65
V10 0.4641 0.4641 0.4641 0.65
V11 0.1281 0.1281 0.1281 0.65
Zrl 0.3355 0.0001 0.9986 1.87(8)
Zr2 0.3281 0.3352 0.0010 1.87(8)
Zr3 0.9982 0.3290 0.6597 1.87(8)
Zr4 0.3363 0.66330.3310 1.87(8)
Zr5 0.3359 0.33590.3359 1.87(8)
Zr6 0.0000 0.00000.0000 1.87(8)
01 0.49740.1585 0.1766 2.25(30)
02 0.8318 0.1733 0.1585 2.25(30)
03 0.5084 0.4847 0.1801 2.25(30)
04 0.1734 0.5005 0.8362 2.25(30)
05 0.1629 0.1629 0.16297.77 and -3.10
06 0.5000 0.50000.50002.23 and -0.83c
07 0.1257 0.06120.1432 1.92(9)
08 0.4855 0.0643 0.1239 1.92(9)
09 0.1440 0.4008 0.1277 1.92(9)
010 0.1595 0.0748 0.4802 1.92(9)
011 0.4885 0.3954 0.1291 1.92(9)
012 0.4855 0.07690.4762 1.92(9)
013 0.1539 0.4071 0.4648 1.92(9)
014 0.4663 0.40480.4894 1.92(9)
015 0.8075 0.06590.1445 1.92(9)
016 0.1525 0.73160.1323 1.92(9)
017 0.1369 0.06590.7969 1.92(9)
018 0.8150 0.73460.1326 1.92(9)
019 0.8162 0.0692 0.8053 1.92(9)
020 0.1428 0.73390.7979 1.92(9)
021 0.8143 0.7409 0.8090 1.92(9)
022 0.1438 0.4071 0.8051 1.92(9)
023 0.1487 0.73130.4595 1.92(9)
024 0.4954 0.7465 0.1272 1.92(9)
025 0.4653 0.73140.4760 1.92(9)
026 0.4727 0.39950.8158 1.92(9)
027 0.4815 0.73970.7957 1.92(9)
028 0.4697 0.0608 0.7963 1.92(9)135
Table 5.9 (continued)
029 0.8268 0.07170.4767 1.92(9)
030 0.8124 0.4026 0.1313 1.92(9)
031 0.8022 0.3983 0.4618 1.92(9)
032 0.8046 0.4043 0.8041 1.92(9)
033 0.8106 0.7255 0.4647 1.92(9)
a Ueqv x 100 = 7.77 (2.23) are defined as 1/3 the trace of the diagonallized matrix. The
estimated standard deviations for atomic positions from GSASare between ±0.0012 and
±0.0021 with Zr giving the lower value.bThe isotropic thermal parameters for V'Sare
fixed. (There are two values listed for 05 (and 06) since theyare refined with anisotropic
thermal parameters. U11 = U22 = U33= 0.0777 (0.0223), and U12 = U13 = U23 = -
0.0310 (-0.0083).136
Table 5.10
Bond Distances (A)a for ZrV2O7 at 45 °C
V1-01 1.68 V5-029 1.69
V1-08 1.78 V6-04 1.64
V1-09 1.68 V6-023 1.69
V1-010 1.78 V6-028 1.77
V2-03 1.74 V6-030 1.69
V2-011 1.73 V7-03 1.73
V2-012 1.62 V7-025 1.72
V2-013 1.80 V7-026 1.73
V3-02 1.68 V7-031 1.74
V3-015 1.73 V8-01 1.65
V3-016 1.70 V8-027 1.67
V3-017 1.79 V8-032 1.72
V4-02 1.72 V8-033 1.71
V4-018 1.70 V9-05 1.69
V4-019 1.78 V9-021 x 3 1.62
V4-020 1.66 V10-06 1.64
V5-04 1.71 V10-014 x 3 1.70
V5.-022 1.63 V11-05 1.59
V5-024 1.63 V11-07 x 3 1.81
Zr1-08 2.07 Zr3-019 1.99
Zr1-010 2.04 Zr3-024 2.17
Zr1-014 2.03 Zr3-026 2.08
Zr1-025 2.10 Zr3-033 2.05
Zr1-028 2.04 Zr4-09 2.13
Zr1-029 2.01 Zr4-016 2.01
Zr2-011 2.03 Zr4-018 2.18
Zr2-015 1.99 Zr4-021 2.11
Zr2-017 2.08 Zr4-022 2.04
Zr2-023 2.15 Zr4-032 2.10
Zr2-027 2.12 Zr5-020 x 3 2.17
Zr2-031 2.05 Zr5-030 x 3 2.05
Zr3-07 2.02 Zr6-012 x 6 2.15
Zr3-013 2.02
a Estimated standard deviations from GSASare between ±0.04 and ±0.10 A for V-0
distances and are between ±0.04 and ±0.05 A for Zr-0 distances.H)
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Figure 5.8(a) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line) neutron diffractionpatterns
for ZrV207 at 66 °C. The two sets of upper ticksare due to presence of V205,and
aluminum in the furnace; the lower pattern is the difference betweenobserved and
calculated intensity. 2-Theta range is between 20 and 140°.
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Figure 5.8 (b) The observed (crosses) and calculated (line)neutron diffraction patterns
for ZrV207 at 66 °C. The upper ticks are due to the V205 impurityphase; the lower pattern
is the difference between observed and calculated intensity. 2-Thetarange is between 60
and 80°.138
Table 5.11
Fractional Coordinates and Thermal Parameters for ZrV2O7 at 66 °Ca
atom x y z U x 100
V1 0.4635 0.1277 0.13210.92b
V2 0.4716 0.4586 0.13190.92
V3 0.7932 0.1292 0.13310.92
V4 0.7960 0.7961 0.13290.92
V5 0.1299 0.4671 0.80160.92
V6 0.1276 0.7916 0.46300.92
V7 0.4614 0.7952 0.46390.92
V8 0.4680 0.8014 0.78990.92
V9 0.8001 0.8001 0.80010.92
V10 0.4641 0.4641 0.46410.92
V11 0.1281 0.1281 0.12810.92
Zrl 0.3320 -0.0013 0.99932.58(10)
Zr2 0.3290 0.3355-0.00132.58(10)
Zr3 0.9988 0.3295 0.66122.58(10)
Zr4 0.3362 0.6667 0.33232.58(10)
Zr5 0.3336 0.3336 0.33362.58(10)
Zr6 0.0000 0.0000 0.00002.58(10)
01 0.4988 0.1609 0.17632.57(35)
02 0.8406 0.1619 0.15702.57(35)
03 0.5139 0.4851 0.16942.57(35)
04 0.1731 0.4995 0.84052.57(35)
05 0.1642 0.1642 0.16425.17 and -2.440
06 0.5000 0.5000 0.50001.81 and -0.81 c
07 0.1294 0.0629 0.14452.31(11)
08 0.4869 0.0671 0.12912.31(11)
09 0.1453 0.4002 0.12932.31(11)
010 0.1573 0.0754 0.47882.31(11)
011 0.4909 0.3981 0.12192.31(11)
012 0.4874 0.0727 0.46782.31(11)
013 0.1548 0.4095 0.46832.31(11)
014 0.4647 0.4007 0.48302.31(11)
015 0.8079 0.0655 0.14162.31(11)
016 0.1464 0.7323 0.13812.31(11)
017 0.1327 0.0649 0.79792.31(11)
018 0.8191 0.7370 0.13282.31(11)
019 0.8134 0.0697 0.80122.31(11)
020 0.1438 0.7330 0.79572.31(11)
021 0.8112 0.7349 0.80392.31(11)
022 0.1429 0.4048 0.80772.31(11)
023 0.1502 0.7304 0.46462.31(11)
024 0.4906 0.7448 0.13042.31(11)
025 0.4644 0.7371 0.48012.31(11)
026 0.4770 0.4039 0.81502.31(11)
027 0.4837 0.7356 0.79912.31(11)
028 0.4812 0.0646 0.78842.31(11)139
Table 5.11 (continued)
029 0.8318 0.0735 0.4801 2.31(11)
030 0.8084 0.3970 0.1331 2.31(11)
031 0.8002 0.4015 0.4679 2.31(11)
032 0.8030 0.4029 0.7940 2.31(11)
033 0.8088 0.72600.4677 2.31(11)
a Ueqv x 100 = 5.17 (1.81) are defined as 1/3 the trace of the diagonallizedmatrix. The
estimated standard deviations for atomic positions from GSASare between ±0.0017 and
±0.0024 with Zr giving the lower value. bThe isotropic thermalparameters for V's are
fixed. C There are two values listed for 05 (and 06) since theyare refined with anisotropic
thermal parameters. U11 = U22 = U33 = 0.0517 (0.0181), and U12= U13 = U23 = -
0.0244 (-0.0081).140
Table 5.12
Bond Distances (A)a for ZrV2O7 at 66 °C
V1-01 1.73 V5-029 1.72
V1-08 1.71 V6-04 1.60
V1-09 1.71 V6-023 1.72
V1-010 1.73 V6-028 1.73
V2-03 1.65 V6-030 1.80
V2-011 1.69 V7-03 1.79
V2-012 1.74 V7-025 1.59
V2-013 1.76 V7-026 1.64
V3-02 1.64 V7-031 1.66
V3-015 1.74 V8-01 1.60
V3-016 1.66 V8-027 1.80
V3-017 1.81 V8-032 1.76
V4-02 1.80 V8-033 1.70
V4-018 1.67 V9-05 1.63
V4-019 1.73 V9-021 x 3 1.75
V4-020 1.69 V10-06 1.64
V5-04 1.76 V10-014 x 3 1.74
V5-022 1.69 V11-05 1.65
V5-024 1.62 V11-07 x 3 1.77
Zr1-08 2.08 Zr3-019 2.07
Zrl -010 2.05 Zr3-024 2.14
Zr1-014 2.09 Zr3-026 2.14
Zr1-025 2.12 Zr3-033 2.00
Zr1-028 2.11 Zr4-09 2.09
Zrl -029 2.05 Zr4-016 2.04
Zr2-011 2.15 Zr4-018 2.12
Zr2-015 2.06 Zr4-021 2.05
Zr2-017 2.05 Zr4-022 2.07
Zr2-023 2.03 Zr4-032 2.18
Zr2-027 2.01 Zr5-020 x 3 2.11
Zr2-031 2.09 Zr5-030 x 3 2.00
Zr3-07 2.01 Zr6-012 x 6 2.12
Zr3-013 2.07
a Estimated standard deviations from GSASare between ±0.04 and ±0.11 A for V-0
distances and are between ±0.05 and ±0.06 A for Zr-O distances.66 °C
45 °C
25 °C
-263 °C
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Figure 5.9 Similar fragments of the 3 x 3x 3 superstructures at different temperatures
showing the change in the structures as the temperature is increased.142
SinglecrystalX-raydiffractiondata werecollected onRigaku AFC6R
diffractometer with Mo Ka (A. = 0.71069 A) radiation at room temperature. The structure
was solved in space groups Pa 5 , P213, R 5 and R3 with the CRYSTALS (12) program.
Then, the solutions from these refinements were put into the RIETAN (13)program to
check how well the final positional parameters from the single crystal X-ray refinements
would fit the neutron data. All of the final positional parameters from the single crystal X-
ray refinement were fixed in the RIETAN program, and only the background coefficients,
zero, lattice parameters, scale factor, and thermal parameters were refined by RIETAN.
The vanadium atoms were all constrained to have equal isotropic thermalparameters, and
all of the zirconium atoms were also constrained to have equal isotropic thermalparameters.
The VOV bridging oxygen atoms not on the 3-fold axis were constrained to have equal
isotropic thermal parameters, and the VOV bridging oxygen atomson the 3-fold axis
were also constrained to have equal isotropic thermal parameters. All of the oxygen atoms
in the ZrOV linkages were also constrained to have equal isotropic thermalparameters.
Figure 5.10 shows the observed (crosses) and the difference between observed and
calculated intensity (lines) for different space groups. The superstructure peaksare fitted
fairly well in all of the space groups, but the space group Pa 5 givesa slightly better fit than
other space groups. Table 5.13 shows the agreement factors for differentspace groups.
The room temperature 51V NMR spectrum for ZrV2O7 done by Dr. Ray Dupree is
shown in Figure 5.11. The spectrum is similar to the 31P NMR spectrum for ZrP2O7 (4)
and 12 peaks are observed. Our proposed model of 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure inspace group
Pa 3 would give only 11 different vanadium sites. The extra peakmay be associated with
the V205 impurity phase.143
Table 5.13
Agreement Factors for Different Space groups
Pa 5 P213 R3 R3
R}vp 7.70 8.78 8.31 8.70
Rp 6.01 6.82 6.51 6.81
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Figure 5.10(a) The observed (crosses) and the difference between observedand
calculated intensity (lines) for neutron diffraction patterns for ZrV2O7at 25 °C for different
space groups. 2-Theta range is between 30 and 45°.5000
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Figure 5.10(b) The observed (crosses) and the difference between observed and
calculated intensity (lines) for neutron diffraction patterns for ZrV2O7at 25 °C for different
space groups. 2-Theta range is between 60 and 80°.145
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Figure 5.11 5W NMR spectrum for ZrV2O7 atroom temperature.
Another challenging issue was to solve thestructure between the two phase
transitions. Unfortunately the only neutron diffraction datawe have in that narrow range
(77-100 °C) is the data at 88 °C. We checked all thepossible different cubic and
rhombohedral space groups (with or without 3x 3 x 3 superstructure) from Figure 5.3,
and some of them give similar results.It is almost impossible to provideany definite
solution for the structure between the two phase transitionswithout using additional
experimental methods. We suggest performinga SHG test at different temperatures
between the two phase transitions. The solidstate 51V NMR with high resolution at high
temperature can also resolve this matter. Unfortunately, the peaks in thecurrent 51V NMR
spectra for ZrV2O7 at high temperatures (4) are not sufficiently resolvedto help us clarify
this problem. From our calculations, thespace group Pa 3 without the superstructure gives146
the best fit to the observed data at 88 °C, and all the results reported in Table5.1-5.3 for 88
°C are based on Pa 5 space group.147
5.4 Discussion
The lattice symmetry of the high temperature structure for ZrV2O7forces a 180°
bond angle on the VOV linkage.This is only the average VOV bond angle, and
displacements of oxygen to bend the VOV angle could be either static anddisordered or
they could be due to thermal motion. At higher temperatures,a distinction between these
two models becomes meaningless because there would be sufficient thermalenergy to
facilitate the hopping of oxygen among the different sites of the static,disordered model.
In any case, it is not possible based on our diffraction datato distinguish between these two
models. Considering the negative thermal expansion of ZrV2O7 aboveabout 100 °C, the
thermal vibration model is appealing. According to this model, increasedvibration of 02
perpendicular to the V-02V bond would result ina decreased VV distance. This would
tend to compensate the thermal expansion of Zr-0 bonds and givean overall low lattice
expansion. Unfortunately, our data are not overa temperature range sufficient to test this
hypothesis. We believe the negative thermal expansion region in theZrV2O7 is due to
transverse oxygen thermal motion in the ZrOV, and VOV linkages.
The VOV linkages are normally bent, anda VOV bond angle of 180° is
unfavorable, and one expects that a structure containing sucha linkage could only be
stabilized by entropy at high temperature. Thus,on cooling the cubic ZrV2O7 structure
with Z = 4 at about 77 °C a phase transition is expected toa structure where the VOV
bond angles bend away from 180° in an ordered, static fashion. Inchapter 4, it is shown
that such a transition is highly frustrated.Even if one allows the symmetry to drop to
triclinic, the connectivity of the ZrV2O7 lattice is such that good bonddistances and angles
cannot be obtained. Instead, a 3 x 3 x 3 superstructure forms. Then 89% of the VOV
groups are no longer on 3-fold axes, and the VOV bond angle of suchgroups can take
on normal values (155- 168 °).148
Recently the structure of P-Mn2V207 was reported (14) to adopt the thortveitite
Sc2Si2O7 structure (15,16), and therefore it contains a linear VOV linkage.The
bridging oxygen exhibited large thermal parameters, and the authors (14) introduced the
split atom model for the central oxygen which did not lead toa significant drop in R values.
In their final refinements, the authors used anisotropic thermal parameters. Thestructure of
Cd2V2O7 was also reported to have the thortveitite structure (17-18), and the authors (18)
tested the split atom model for the central oxygen, but therewas no improvement in the R
values.149
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AppendixAppendix
A.1 DLS
156
DLS (Distance-Least-Squares) is a program for the simulation of crystalstructures
by geometric refinement (1).It is dependent on the fact that the number of structural
variables (unit cell and atomic parameters) is less than the number of crystallographically
unique distances in the crystal structure.Therefore, the adjustable parameters can be
computed from prescribed interatomic distances bya least square method minimizing the
residual function
R = VI(w.od)2 11(w .d)2, (A.1)
where d is the prescribed distance between two atoms, Si is the differencebetween the
prescribed and calculated distances, and w is the weighting factor.
The following schematic is used to describe the connectivity of differentatoms, and
the assignment of weights for different distances.
0 0
M\
'M M
0
Let M be the tetrahedral or octahedral cation, and 0 be the anion.The M-0 distance is
usually known very accurately, and therefore it has the highest weight. A usefulweighting
scheme chooses the weights for the cation-anion bond distances proportionalto the Pauling
bond strength of these bonds ( e.g., w = 1.0 for Si-0 bond).The 0-0 distances are
given much smaller weights to allow the coordination polyhedra to be flexible (since M-0
distance has the highest weight, 0--0 distance simulates the behavior of the 0M-0
angle, and therefore, by assigning a lower weight for 0---0 distance, 0M-0 angleis
allowed to change, and the polyhedra can distort).The M---M distances are given the157
lowest weight to allow the flexibility of inter-polyhedra. Any edge shared polyhedra is
assumed to be 0.15 A (2) shorter than an unshared edge due to Pau ling's rule (3)which
states that ionic structures with shared polyhedra edges and faces can only be stable if their
geometry allows the shortening of the shared polyhedral edges. Assigninga higher weight
for shared edges seems to be another crucial factor in DLS modeling since itenforces the
prescription of the shorter edge. Two examples of DLS input file is given below. Inthe
second example, 01*A---01*B is a shared edge between Al and Mg and isassigned a
shorter distance of 2.57 A with a weight of 1.0 which is higher than the weightsfor
unshared 0-0 distances.
Since DLS performs geometric refinements, sometimes unreasonablyshort
nonbonding distances are achieved, and the user has to check all the distancesperiodically
to make sure all the distances are reasonable.
Example 1
TITLE zk-5(space group I:I3m; trial for reducing symmetry fromspace group Im3m)
DLS-76 -10
CELL CUB
ATOM T1
ATOMT2
ATOM 01
ATOM02
ATOM03
ATOM04
ATOM05
ATOM06
99 2 0 2
18.8500
0.08400 0.20150
0.91600 0.79850
0.12450 0.12450
0.87550 0.87550
0.25250 0.25250
0.74750 0.74750
0.00000 0.18300
0.25000 0.11250
1
18.850018.8500
0.32200 TX,Y,Z
0.67800 TX,Y,Z
0.32100 0Y,Y,Z
0.67900 0Y,Y,Z
0.40450 0Y,Y,Z
0.59550 0Y,Y,Z
0.32700 0X,Y,Z
0.38750 0X,Y,Z
90.000090.000090.0000
NATOM T10.550.920.13
NATOMT20.340.430.78
NATOM 010.170.830.19
NATOM020.340.110.87
NATOM030.190.270.12
NATOM040.710.490.67
NATOM050.100.530.13
NATOM060.15 0.43 0.79
SYMEQ T1Tl*A Y,X,Z158
SYMEQ T1T1 *B X,Z,Y
SYMEQ T1T1 *C X+1,-Y+1,-Z+1
SYMEQ TlT1 *D Z+1/2,Y+1/2,X+1/2
SYMEQ T2T2*A X-1,-Y+1,-Z+1
SYMEQ T2T2*B Z-1/2,Y-1/2,X-1/2
SYMEQ T2T2*C Y,X,Z
SYMEQ T2T2*D X,Z,Y
SYMEQ 0303*A Z+1/2,X+1/2,Y+1/2
SYMEQ 0404*A Z-1/2,X-1/2,Y-1/2
SYMEQ 0505*A X+1,-Y+1,-Z+1
SYMEQ 0606*A Y,X,Z
SYMEQ 0606*B Z+1/2,X+1/2,Y+1/2
BONDIS T 0 T 1.620000.000000.00000 145.00000 1.0 0.07 0.04
TETCON T10506*A 0104*A T2*A T2*B T1 *A T1 *B
TETCON T205*A 06*B 0203*A T1 *C T1 *D T2*C T2*D
END
FINISH
Example 2
TITLE cordierite (hexagonal)
DLS-76199 1 0 1
CELL HEX 9.76409.76409.360090.000090.0000 120.0000
ATOM Mg0.33333 0.66667 0.25000 Mg +1/3,+2/3,+1/4
ATOM Al 0.50000 0.50000 0.25000 Al+1/2,+1/2,+1/4
ATOM Si 0.37310 0.26610 0.00000 SiX,Y,0
ATOM 010.48460 0.34900 0.14420 0X,Y,Z
ATOM 020.23090 0.30840 0.00000 0X,Y,0
NATOM Mg0.310.340.21
NATOM Al0.210.020.23
NATOM Si0.110.180.03
NATOM 010.110.220.13
NATOM 020.020.040.05
SYMEQ 0101*A -X+1,-Y+1,Z
SYMEQ 0101*B Y,X,-Z+1/2
SYMEQ 0101*C X,Y,-Z
SYMEQ 02O2 *A Y,-X+Y,Z
DISTAN MgO1 *A2.11004.0000
DISTAN Al01 1.7250 2.0000
DISTAN Si01 1.65302.0000
DISTAN Si02 1.65302.0000
DISTAN Si02*A 1.65302.0000159
DISTAN 01*A01*B2.57001.0000
DISTAN 0101*B3.04001.0000
DISTAN 0101*A2.82000.5000
DISTAN 0201 2.70000.5000
DISTAN 0202*A2.70000.5000
DISTAN 0101*C2.70000.5000
DISTAN 0102*A2.70000.5000
END
FINISH
The first example contains BONDIS and TETCON lines (cards) whereas the second
example contains DISTAN cards.BONDIS cards can be used in conjunction with
TETCON cards to specify the prescribed interatomic distances of tetrahedralatoms and
their weights. BONDIS cards are also used to specify the dependence of the T-0 distance
as a function of the T-O-T angle. A TETCON card specifies the ways atoms are connected
in a tetrahedral framework. For many cases, the crystal may contain atoms with octahedral
coordination for which TETCON cards cannot be used, and DISTAN cardsare used. For
example, in the second example Mg atoms have octahedral coordination, and therefore
DISTAN cards are employed to prescribe distances.
Another point to notice is the use of NATOM cards in the two examples. NATOM
cards contain random coordinates for positional parameters, and utilizingNATOM cards
has two advantages.First, by starting the refinement with random coordinates, the
program may find two or more non-equivalent solutions which would otherwise remain
undetected.Second, one can avoid getting the solutions of higher symmetry by using
random initial coordinates. The user should start the refinements with several differentsets
of random numbers to make sure the global minimum is achieved.
The weighting scheme depends on the individual case. As mentioned earlier, M-0
distances are given the highest weight since they showa very small range of observed
values, but the 0-0 and M-M distances are given much lower weights since they showa
wide range of observed values (4). In the first example, BONDIS card contains the weight160
assignment, and we have assigned a weight of 1.0 for the T-0 distances, 0.07 for the 0-0
distances, and 0.04 for the T-T distances. This weighting schemewas employed to model
the flexibility of all cubic zeolites (5).In the second example, DISTAN cards contain the
weight assignment.161
A.2 KRIBER
Kriber is a program which can generate the input file for DLS. Kriber is written in
Pascal language and it has a help menu which describes different command words.In
order to use Kriber one needs to start with two different files.The first file is called
strudat.dat, and it contains the crystal structure data. A sample of strudat.dat file is shown
below.
*zk-5t
zeolite ZK-5
cubic
Im3m
18.65
T0.08400.20150.32204
010.12450.12450.32102
020.25250.25250.40452
030.00000.18300.32702
040.25000.11250.38752
* zk- 5
zeolite zk-5(trial for reducing symmetry)
cubic
I-43m
18.65
Ti0.08400.20150.32204
T2-0.0840-0.2015-0.32204
010.12450.12450.32102
02-0.1245-0.1245-0.32102
030.25250.25250.40452
04-0.2525-0.2525-0.40452
050.00000.18300.32702
060.25000.11250.38752
*cord
cordierite
hexagonal
P6/mcc
9.7640 9.7640 9.3600 90 90 120162
Si0.37310 0.26610 0.00000 4
Al0.50000 0.50000 0.25000 4
Mg 0.33333 0.66667 0.25000 6
01 0.48460 0.34900 0.14420 3
02 0.23090 0.30840 0.00000 2
One can have many different entries in the strudat.dat file.For example, there are three
entries in the sample shown above, and theuser can choose the desired entry.The last
column in each entry specifies the coordination number of theatom.
The second file is called distdat.dat and it contains the prescribedvalues for the
bond distances and angles. An example ofa distdat.dat file is shown here.
T [4] 0 [2] 1.620.01
Si [4] 0 [3] 1.650.01
Si [4] 0 [2] 1.650.01
Al [4] 0 [3] 1.650.01
Mg [6] 0 [3] 2.110.02
Al [4] 0 [3] 1.720.02
T [4] 0 [2] T [4] 14555
Si [4] 0 [3] Si [4] 16055
Al [4] 0 [3] Al [4] 14555
Al [4] 0 [3] Si [4] 13055
Mg [6] 0 [3] Al [4]10055
Mg [6] 0 [3] Si [4]13655
0 [2] T [4] 0 [2] 10955
0 [3] Al [4] 0 [3] 10915
0 [3] Mg [6] 0 [3]90 15
0 [3] Si [4] 0 [3] 10915
The number in the brackets present the coordination number ofthe atoms, and the last
column gives the standard deviation for the prescribed distancesor angles.Since DLS
input file requires assignment of weights (not the standarddeviation) to prescribed
distances and angles, one should notworry about assigning proper standard deviations in
distdat.dat file. The easiest way is to edit the DLS input fileand put the weight manually.163
The most significant problem in DLS is that the program does not consider the need
for local electrical neutrality, and as a result DLS method tends to produce regular
polyhedra even in structures where the polyhedra are highly distorted. This problem can be
solved to some degree by prescribing irregular M-0 distances and assigning lower weights
to O - - -O distances. Another alternative would be to use a program called DVLS (Distance-
Valence-Least-Squares) (6) which allows the user to prescribe formal valence for each atom
in the crystal.164
A.3 DVLS
The DVLS program minimizes the sum R
R = R1 + R2 + R3
where
(A.2)
R =Ew(ed)2 (A.3)
R2 = X w(ov)2 (A.4)
R3 (A.5) =w(60)2
is the difference between the prescribed and calculated distances betweentwo atoms, 31,
is the difference between the prescribed and calculated valences ofan atom, and 30 is the
difference between the prescribed and calculated angles aroundan atom.
In addition to R1, R2, and R3, cross term functionscan also be used in DVLS to
make sure that short bond lengths are associated with wide angles, and long bond lengths
are associated with narrow angles.
The valence Vi of an atom is the sum of all the bond valences for thatatom.
Vi = E vij (A.6)
where Vi is the valence of atom i, and vij is the bond valence between atom i and
neighboring atom j.The correlation between bond valence and bond length have been
determined for many different types of bonds byan examination of a large number of
crystal structures. The empirical expression for the variation of bond length with bond
valence is given by Brown and Shannon (7)
vij = (RoijilyN (A.7)
or logarithmic function
vij = exp[(Rojj-Rij)/B] (A.8)165
where vij is the bond valence, Rij is the bond length, and Roij is thebond length
normalized to bond strength 1 between atoms i and j.The parameters N and B are fitted
constants and B = 0.37 (8). A major advantage of the bond valence approach is that each
bond is treated individually and therefore irregularities and distortionsare taken into
account.
DVLS can use either FUVA or FUNV cards to input the valenceterms. FUVA
cards use equation A.7 to calculate bond valence, and theparameters Rojj, and N may be
found in Brown and Wu (9),and Fink and Tromel (10). FUNV carduses equation A.8,
and the parameters Roij may be found in Brese and O'Keeffe (11) andBrown and Altermatt
(8).
A program called ORFFE can prepare the input file for DVLS. An exampleof
DVLS input file is given here.
cordierite (hex.)
NOCO
SERV
NOCO
I PRINT: OUTPUT CONTROL NOCO
I MAX : NUMBER OF MAXIMUM ITERATIONS NOCO
SCALE : MULTIPLIER FOR THE PENALTY PARAMETER (DEFAULT 0.5) NOCO
R1: START VALUE OF THE PENALTY PARAMETER (DEFAULT 0.01) NOCO
EPS: ACCURACY (DEFAULT 0.000001) NOCO
EPSIL: REFINEMENT OF CELL DIMENSIONS (DEFAULT 0.001) NOCO
NOCO
I PRINT I MAX SCALER1 EPS EPSIL NOCO
0 1000.5 0.010.0000010.001 OPTI
NOCO
ATOM X Y Z NOCO
Si(1)0.373100 0.266100 0.000000 ASUN
Al(1)0.500000 0.500000 0.250000 ASUN
Mg(1) 0.333330 0.666670 0.250000 ASUN
0(1)0.484600 0.349000 0.144200 ASUN
0(2)0.230900 0.308400 0.000000 ASUN
NOCO
UNITS: DISTANCES IN ANGSTROEM; ANGLES IN DEGREE NOCO166
NOCO
A B C ALPHABETAGAMMA NOCO
9.76409.76409.360090.000090.0000120.0000 CELL
NOCO
SYMMETRY OPERATIONS NOCO
NOCO
2 SYOP
0 1 0 020 0 3 0 SYOP
0-2 00 1-20 3 0 SYOP
0-1 20-1 00 3 0 SYOP
0-1 00-2 00 3 0 SYOP
0200-1 2 030 SYOP
0 1-20 1 00 3 0 SYOP
020 0 1 01 3 0 SYOP
0 1-20-2 01 3 0 SYOP
0-1 00-1 21 3 0 SYOP
0-2 00-1 01 3 0 SYOP
0-1 20 2 01 3 0 SYOP
0 1 00 1-21 3 0 SYOP
0-1 00-2 00-3 0 SYOP
0 2 00-1 20-3 0 SYOP
0 1-20 1 00-3 0 SYOP
0 1 00 2 00-3 0 SYOP
0-2 00 1-20-3 0 SYOP
0-1 20-1 00-3 0 SYOP
0-2 00-1 01-3 0 SYOP
0-1 20 2 01-3 0 SYOP
0 1 00 1-21-3 0 SYOP
020 0 1 01 -30 SYOP
0 1-20-2 01-3 0 SYOP
0-1 00-1 21-3 0 SYOP
NOCO
ATOM 1 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)4 THROUGH, 5 NOCO
DISTANCE WEIGHT NOCO
Si(1)(01,55501)0(2)(05,55505) 1.6530 5.000 FUDI
0(2)(05,55501) 1.6530 5.000 FUDI
0(1)(04,55501) 1.6530 5.000 FUDI
0(1)(04,55516) 1.6530 5.000 FUDI
MEAN: 1.6530 NOCO
NOCO
ATOM 2 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)4 THROUGH, 5 NOCO
DISTANCE WEIGHT NOCO
A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,55501) 1.7250 5.000 FUDI0(1)(04,66504)
0(1)(04,66519)
0(1)(04,55522)
ATOM 3 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)
Mg(1)(03,55501)0(1)(04,66504)
0(1)(04,56505)
0(1)(04,55506)
0(1)(04,55522)
0(1)(04,56523)
0(1)(04,66524)
ATOM 4 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)
0(1)(04,55501)Si(1)(01,55501)
A1(1)(02,55501)
Mg(1)(03,66504)
1.7250 5.000
1.7250 5.000
1.7250 5.000
MEAN: 1.7250
4 THROUGH, 5
DISTANCE WEIGHT
2.1100 10.00
2.1100 10.00
2.1100 10.00
2.1100 10.00
2.1100 10.00
2.1100 10.00
MEAN: 2.1100
1 THROUGH, 3
DISTANCE WEIGHT
1.6530 5.000
1.7250 5.000
2.1100 10.00
MEAN: 1.8310
ATOM 5 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)1 THROUGH, 3
DISTANCE WEIGHT
0(2)(05,55501)Si(1)(01,55506) 1.6530 5.000
Si(1)(01,55501) 1.6530 5.000
MEAN: 1.6277
ANGLES AROUND ATOM 1
0(2)(05,55505)
0(2)(05,55505)
0(2)(05,55505)
0(2)(05,55501)
0(2)(05,55501)
0(1)(04,55501)
Si(1)(01,55501)
Si(1)(01,55501)
Si(1)(01,55501)
Si(1)(01,55501)
Si(1)(01,55501)
Si(1)(01,55501)
ANGLES AROUND ATOM2
ANGLEWEIGHT
0(2)(05,55501)
0(1)(04,55501)
0(1)(04,55516)
0(1)(04,55501)
0(1)(04,55516)
0(1)(04,55516)
112.91 1.000
109.91 1.000
109.91 1.000
107.95 1.000
107.95 1.000
108.07 1.000
MEAN: 109.45
ANGLEWEIGHT
0(1)(04,55501)A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,66504)109.65 1.000
0(1)(04,55501)A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,66519)96.33 10.00
0(1)(04,55501)A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,55522)123.60 10.00
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FUDI
FUDI
FUDI
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUDI
FUDI
FUDI
FUDI
FUDI
FUDI
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUDI
FUDI
FUDI
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUDI
FUDI
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN0(1)(04,66504)A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,66519)123.60 10.00
0(1)(04,66504)A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,55522)96.33 10.00
0(1)(04,66519)A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,55522)109.65 1.000
MEAN: 109.86
ANGLES AROUND ATOM 3
0(1)(04,66504)
0(1)(04,66504)
0(1)(04,66504)
0(1)(04,66504)
0(1)(04,66504)
0(1)(04,56505)
0(1)(04,56505)
0(1)(04,56505)
0(1)(04,56505)
0(1)(04,55506)
0(1)(04,55506)
0(1)(04,55506)
0(1)(04,55522)
0(1)(04,55522)
0(1)(04,56523)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
Mg(1)(03,55501)
ANGLES AROUND ATOM4
ANGLEWEIGHT
0(1)(04,56505)99.70 0.001
0(1)(04,55506)99.69 0.001
0(1)(04,55522)74.91 0.001
0(1)(04,56523)172.79 1.000
0(1)(04,66524)86.07 1.000
0(1)(04,55506)99.70 0.001
0(1)(04,55522)172.79 1.000
0(1)(04,56523)86.07 1.000
0(1)(04,66524)74.91 0.001
0(1)(04,55522)86.07 1.000
0(1)(04,56523)74.91 0.001
0(1)(04,66524)172.79 1.000
0(1)(04,56523)99.70 0.001
0(1)(04,66524)99.69 0.001
0(1)(04,66524)99.70 0.001
MEAN: 106.63
ANGLEWEIGHT
Si(1)(01,55501)0(1)(04,55501)A1(1)(02,55501)129.68 1.000
Si(1)(01,55501)0(1)(04,55501)Mg(1)(03,66504) 135.66 1.000
A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,55501)Mg(1)(03,66504)94.38 1.000
MEAN: 119.90
ANGLES AROUND ATOM 5
ANGLE WEIGHT
Si(1)(01,55506)0(2)(05,55501)Si(1)(01,55501) 172.91 1.000
MEAN: 172.91
ATOM 1 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)4 THROUGH, 5
Dl(MN) N(MN) VALENCE WEIGHT
Si(1)(01,55501)0(2)(05,55505) 1.6224.29
0(2)(05,55501) 1.6224.29
0(1)(04,55501) 1.6224.29
0(1)(04,55516) 1.6224.29 4 .1
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FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUAN
FUAN
FUAN
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUAN
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
NOCO
FUVA
FUVA
FUVA
FUVA
NOCO169
ATOM 2 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)4 THROUGH, 5
D1(MN) N(MN) VALENCE WEIGHT
A1(1)(02,55501)0(1)(04,55501) 1.6224.29
0(1)(04,66504) 1.622 4.29
0(1)(04,66519) 1.6224.29
0(1)(04,55522) 1.6224.29 3 .1
NOCO
NOCO
FUVA
FUVA
FUVA
FUVA
NOCO
ATOM 3 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)4 THROUGH, 5 NOCO
D1(MN) N(MN) VALENCE WEIGHT NOCO
Mg(1)(03,55501)0(1)(04,66504)1.6224.29 FUVA
0(1)(04,56505)1.6224.29 FUVA
0(1)(04,55506)1.6224.29 FUVA
0(1)(04,55522)1.6224.29 FUVA
0(1)(04,56523)1.6224.29 FUVA
0(1)(04,66524)1.6224.29 2 .1 FUVA
NOCO
ATOM 4 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)1 THROUGH, 3 NOCO
Dl(MN) N(MN) VALENCE WEIGHT NOCO
0(1)(04,55501)Si(1)(01,55501)1.6224.29 FUVA
A1(1)(02,55501)1.6224.29 FUVA
Mg(1)(03,66504)1.6224.29 2 .1 FUVA
NOCO
ATOM 5 COORDINATED BY ATOM(S)1 THROUGH, 3 NOCO
Dl(MN) N(MN) VALENCE WEIGHT NOCO
0(2)(05,55501)Si(1)(01,55506)1.6224.29 FUVA
Si(1)(01,55501)1.6224.29 2 .1 FUVA
SELE
X1
X4-5
Y1
Y4-5
Z4
C1-3
Cl = 1C2
X1 GE 0.0170
A.4 Conclusion
In general, DVLS allows refinement of distances, atomic valences, and angles.
Both DLS and DVLS are easy to use and powerful. The interpretation of the results from
DVLS can be somewhat difficult at times. An alternative would be to use DLS to refine the
positional coordinates, and use the bond valence equations (A.7or A.8) with the new
coordinates to calculate the valence of each atom in the structure.In this way, user can
check the accuracy of the proposed model.171
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